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June 7—Monday. Last Registration Day (for present students).
June 10—Thursday, 7:00 P. M. Open Sessions of Philalethean 
and Cleiorhetean Literary Societies.
June 11—Friday, 7:00 P. M. Open Sessions of Philomathean and 
Philophronean Literary Societies.
June 12—Saturday, 2:30 P. M. Senior Class Day Exercises.
June 12—Saturday, 8:00 P. M. Reception by President and Mrs. 
Clippinger to Senior Gass, Cochran Hall.
June 13—Sunday, 10:15 A. ^I. Baccalaureate Service.
June 13—Sunday, 7:30 P. M. Joint Anniversary of Christian 
Associations.
June 14—Monday, 7:30 A. M. Pi Kappa Delta Initiation and 
Breakfast.
June 14—Monday, 12:00 Noon. Annual Banquets of Cleiorhetean 
and Philalethean Literary Societies.
June 14—Monday, 1:30 P. M. Meeting Board of Trustees.
June 14—Monday, 2:00 P. M. Reception and Exhibits of Art 
and Home Economics Departments.
June 14—Monday, 6:00 P. M. Annual Banquets of Philophronean 
and Philomathean Literary Societies.
June 14—Monday, 8:30 P.M. Annual Concert by School of Music.
June 15 Tuesday, 7:30 A. M. Varsity O. Breakfast.
June 15—Tuesday, 8:30 A. M. Quiz and Quill Breakfast.
June 15—Tuesday, 9:00 A. M. Meeting Board of Trustees.
June 15 Tuesday, 12:00 Noon. Alumni Anniversary and Ban­
quet.
June 15 Tuesday, 2:30 P. M. Athletic Contests and Rally.
June 15 Tuesday, 6:00 P. M. Class Reunions and Dinners.
June 15—Tuesday, 8:00 P. M. Senior Class Play.
June 16 Wednesday, 10:00 A. M. Seventieth Annual Com­
mencement
Sept. 14 Tuesday, 8:00 A. M. First Registration Day.
Sept. 15 Wednesday, 10:00 A. M. First Semester begins. Last 
Registration Day.
Nov. 24 Wednesday 4:00 M. Thanksgiving Recess begins.
Nov. 29—Monday, 7:30 A. M. Thanksgiving Recess ends.
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Dec. 17—Friday, 12:00 M. Christmas Recess begins.
Jan. 3—Monday, 12:00 M. Christmas Recess ends.
Jan. 24—Monday, Registration Day for Second Semester. 
Peb ]—Tuesday, First Semester ends.
Feb. 2—Wednesday, Second Semester begins.
Feb. 20—Sunday, Evangelistic Meetings begin.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Mar. 6—Sunday, Evangelistic Meetings end.
Mar. 16—Wednesday, Senior Recognition Day.
April 5—Tuesday, 12:00 M. Spring Vacation begins.
April 12—Tuesday, 7:30 A. M., Spring Vacation ends.
June 6—Monday, Last Registration Day for present students. 
June 15—Wednesday, Seventy-first Annual Commencement.
DEPARTMENTS OF THE COLLEGE 
I College.
II School of Music.
Ill School of Art.
For Catalog or other information write to






Chairman—F. O. Clements, A.M........................... Detroit
Vice-Chairman—E. F. Crites............................Barberton
Secretary—E. L. Weinland, Ph.B., LL.B......... Columbus
Allegheny Conference
L. V. Funk, Beaver, Pa..................................... Sept. 1926
Rev. E. B. Learish, D.D., Scottdale, Pa...........Sept. 1927
Rev. John 1. L. Ressler, D.D., Trafford, Pa. . .Sept. 1928
East Ohio Conference
John S. Wilhelm, Ph.M., Canton.................... Sept. 1926
Rev. Ira D. Warner, D.D., Akron.................. Sept. 1927
E. F. Crites, Barberton.................................... Sept. 1928
Erie Conference
L. T. Lincoln, A.B., Albion, Pa.........................Sept. 1926
Rev. V. O. Weidler, A.B., Buffalo, N. Y. .. .Sept. 1927 
Rev. John A. Toy, A.B., Buffalo, N.Y........... Sept. 1928
Florida Conference
William O. Bearss, Tampa, Fla......................... Sept. 1928
Miami Conference
Rev. Merritt I. Comfort, B.D., Dayton..........Aug. 1926
Rev. Wm. I. Underwood, Germantown.......... Aug. 1927
Rev. Marion W. Mumma, A.B., Lewisburg . .Aug. 1928
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Michigan Conference
Rev. Jacob F. Hatton, A.B., Detroit, Mich. . .Sept. 1926
C. A. Ackerson, Byron Center, Mich............... Sept. 1927
Henry W. Jones, Detroit, Mich......................... Sept. 1928
Ohio German Conference
Rev. E. F. Wegner, Cleveland........................ Sept. 1928
Sandusky Conference
Rev. O. E. Knepp, Marion.............................. Sept. 1926
Rev. W. C. May, A.B., Fremont.................... Sept. 1927
M. B. Monn, Shelby...........................................Sept. 1928
Southeast Ohio Conference
Rev. J. H. Harris, D.D., Westerville.............. Sept. 1927
Charles M. Wagner, Baltimore........................ Sept. 1928
E. S. Neuding, Circleville................................ Sept. 1929
Tennessee Conference
E. M. Homer, Morristown, Tenn....................... Oct. 1927
West Virginia Conference
J. Blackburn Ware, Phillippi, W. Va............... Sept. 1926
Rev. Wm. H. Scott, Adamston, W. Va......... Sept. 1927
Rev. F. H. Capehart, Parkersburg, W. Va. . .Sept. 1928
TRUSTEES AT LARGE
Fred H. Rike, A.B., Dayton............................ June 1927
Jacob S. Gruver, A.M., Washington, D. C. . .June 1927
George A. Lambert, Anderson, Indiana.......... June 1928
John Thomas, Jr., A.B., Johnstown, Pa......... June 1928
George W. Bright, Columbus.......................... June 1929
Rev. Samuel S. Hough, D.D., Dayton............ June 1929
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Frank D. Wilsey, LL.D., New York City ... June 1929
Bishop A. R. Clippinger, D.D., Dayton.......... June 1929
Ezra M. Gross, Greensburg, Pa.........................June 1930
Charles Minnich, Greenville ............................June 1930
ALUMNI TRUSTEES
Frank O. Clements, A.M., Detroit, Mich......... June 1926
E. N. Funkhouser, A.B., Hagerstown, Md. .. June 1926 
Mrs. Frank E. Miller, A.M., Westerville ... June 1927
Lewis E. Myers, A.B., Valparaiso, Ind.............June 1927
Edgar L. Weinland, Ph.B., LL.B., Columbus .June 1928
James O. Cox, A.B., Valparaiso, Ind............... June 1928
F. M. Pottenger, M.D., LL.D., Monrovia, Cal. June 1929
Andrew Timberman, M.D., Columbus .......... June 1929
Rev. A. T. Howard, A.M., D.D., Dayton ... .June 1930 
I. R. Libecap, A.B., Dayton.............................. June 1930
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Walter G. Clippinger, D.D., LL.D., Chairman 
Joseph H. Harris, D.D. Samuel W. Keister D D
A. Timberman, M.D. Thomas J. Sanders,'D.D
F. O. Clements, A.M. J. p. West
E. L. Weinland,Ph.B., LL.B. E. F. Crites
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
Walter G. Clippinger, D.D., LL.D., President.
Noah E. Cornetet, A.M., Litt.D., Dean
F. J. Vance, A.M., Registrar
Gilbert E. Mills, A.B., Secretary of the Faculty
James P. West, A.M., Secretary of the Executive Com­
mittee and Treasurer of the College 
Tirza L. Barnes, B.S., Librarian 
Cora A. McFadden, B.S., Dean of Women
FACULTY COMMITTEES 11
Lela M. Taylor, T*vI.A., Asst. Dean of Women 
Horace W. Troop, A.B., Director of Alumnal Relations. 
Marie Bowman, Secretary to the President,
Verda M. Evans, Office Secretary 
Kathleen R. White, Secretary to the Treasurer 
Esther George, Secretary to ihe Registrar
JANITORS
Albert H. Moon James F. Davidson
Fred Euverard Orville E. Johnson
ENGINEERS
Mervin Glaze Charles Flowers
S. O. Sigler
FACULTY COMMITTEES 
College Committee on Classification—J. H. McCloy, 
C. O. Altman, Gilbert Mills, B. C. Glover.
Degrees—W. G. Clippinger, George Scott, Alma Guitner, 
A. P. Rosselot, Charles Snavely.
Intercollegiate Athletics—A. P. Rosselot, Cora A. Mc- 
Fadden, C. O. Altman, R. F. Martin, M. A. Ditmer, 
G. G. Grabill, Charles Snavely.
Library—Tirza L. Barnes, J. S. Engle, Dell La Fever.
Bulletins and Publicity—W. G. Clippinger, C. O. Alt­
man, F. J. Vance.
Schedule—E. W. E. Schear, Floyd Vance, E. M. Hursh. 
Chapel Tellers—L. A. Weinland, B. C. Glover, Fred Han- 
awalt, Leon McCarty, Howard Menke, Gilbert Mills.
Dean's Cabinet—
Dean of College.......................... N. E. Cornetet
Dean of Women................ Cora A. McFadden
Sec’y of Faculty ............................ Gilbert Mills
Head Sponsor, Men.................. L. A. Weinland
Head Sponsor, Women.......... Lela M. Taylor
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Chairman Inter-Faculty
Student Activities................ C. O. Altman
President of the College.......... W. G. Clippinger
Member ex-officio
Curriculum—W. G. Clippinger, N. E. Cornetet, A. P. 
Rosselot, T. J. Sanders, E. W. E. Schear, Sarah 
M. Sherrick, J. S. Engle, Gilbert Mills, R. F. Mar­
tin.
Alumni Records—Alma Guitner, T. J. Sanders, Gilbert 
E. Mills, Horace Troop.
Teachers’ Exchange—B. W. Valentine, T. J. Sanders, 
W. G. Clippinger.
Faculty Club—E. M. Hursh, Fred Hanawalt, L. May 
Hoerner.
Music and Art—G. G. Grabill, Lula May Baker, Mrs. 
Delphine Dunn, Mrs. Mabel Starkey, Helen Vance, 
A. R. Spessard.
Freshmen Advisers—E. M. Hursh, C. O. Altman, E. W. 
E. Schear, Alma Guitner, T. J. Sanders.
Lectures and Public Occasions—W. G. Clippinger, N. E. 
Cornetet, Leon McCarty.
Inter-Student and Faculty Activities—C. O. Altman, Cora 
McFadden, A. R. Spessard, Lela Taylor, Raymond 
V. Phelan, Leon McCarty, L. A. Weinland and the 
President of the Student Council.
THE COLLEGE
FACULTY




NOAH E. CORNETET, A.M, Litt.D.
Dean
Professor of Greek Language and Literature
EDMUND A. JONES, A.M., Ph.D.
Emeritus Professor of English Bible
GEORGE SCOTT, Litt.D. Ph.D., LL.D. 
Flickinger Professor of Latin Language and Literature
THOMAS J. SANDERS, Ph.D., LL.D.
Hulitt Professor of Philosophy
CHARLES SNAVELY, Ph.D.
Professor of Social Science
ALMA GUITNER, A.M.
Hively Professor of German Language and Literature
SARAH M. SHERRICK, Ph.D.
Professor of English Literature
ALZO PIERRE ROSSELOT, A.M.
Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures
LOUIS AUGUSTUS WEINLAND, A.M.
Professor of Chemistry
EDWARD WALDO EMERSON SCHEAR, A.M. 
Professor of Biology and Geology 
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JAMES H. McCLOY, M.Sc.
Merchant Professor of Physics and Aslronomy
CARY O. ALTMAN, A.M.
Professor of Rhetoric and Composition
L. MAY HOERNER, A.M.
Professor of Home Economics
BENJAMIN CURTIS GLOVER, A.M.
Dresbach Professor of Mathematics
EDWIN M. HURSH, A.M.
Professor of Religions Education and Sociology
BYRON W. VALENTINE, B.D., A.M.
Professor of Education
ROYAL F. MARTIN, B.P.E., A.B.
Professor of Physical Education
MERLIN A. DITMER, A.B.
Assistant Physical Director and Coach
\ FRED A. HANAWALT, M.Sc.
Assistant Professor of Biology
GILBERT MILLS, A.B.
Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
. FLOYD VANCE, A.M.
Assistant Professor of French
LELA TAYLOR, A.M.
Assistant in Education and English
RAYMOND V. PHELAN, Ph.D.
Professor Economics and Business Administration
JESSE ENGLE, B.D., A.M.
Professor of Bible
LEON McCARTY, A.M.
Professor of Public Speaking
COLLEGE FACULTY 15
GLENN GRANT GRABILL, B.Mus., A.A.G.O. 
Director of the Conservatory of Music
ARTHUR R. SPESSARD, B.L 
Instriictor in Voice
LULU MAY BAKER, A.B., B.Mus. 
Instructor in Piano
MRS. MABEL DUNN HOPKINS 
Violin
HAZEL BARNGROVER, B.A., B.Mus. 
Sitringed Instruments
HELEN VANCE, B.Mus., A.A.G.O. 
Instructor in Piano
MABEL CRABBS STARKEY 
Instructor in Voice and Public School Music
MRS. DELPHINE DUNN 
Director of the School of Art
MRS. EVELYN CARPENTER 
Assistant in Art




TIRZA L. BARNES, B.S.
Librarian
ANNA DELL LAFEVER, Ph.B.
Assistant Librarian
CORA A. McFADDEN, B.S.
Dean of Women
LELA M. TAYLOR, A.M.
Asst. Dean of Women
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R- K. ELDER 
Assistant Coach
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With the founding of Otterbein College began 
of higher education in the United Brethren C^rch. 
The founder of Otterbein College, Rev. Lewis Davis, 
D.D., though not its first president, is also the father oi 
higher education in the United Brethren Church.
The General Conference of 1845 authorized and r^om- 
mended the founding of a college. The Board of trus­
tees met for its first session in Westerville, April ^o, 
1847. The work of the College began September 1, 184/. 
On account of a lack of equipment and sufficient instruc­
tors the college at first was not permitted to confer de­
grees. It struggled on through ten years of effort ^fore 
it succeeded in graduating any of its students, and then 
only two.
From that time to the present, Otterbein has made 
growth and progress through varying degrees ^ccess 
and failure from a plant valued originally at $1,300 with 
only one professor and three instructors, to a plant whose 
present valuation, including endowment ^ and Jubilee 
pledges, is almost two million dollars, with a faculty 
of thirty-five professors and instructors, and nine 
buildings.
Otterbein has always been a modest institution, uever 
assuming to do more than a first-class college^ should 
attempt, but always endeavoring to fulfill all its own 
claims as an institution of higher education. ^ By follow­
ing such a policy, she has succeeded in winning for h^- 
self a high standing among the other colleges of the 
country, and especially in the larger universities 
the graduate work done by her students takes hig 
rank.
True to this conservative policy, this institution has of­
fered only the traditional liberal arts courses demande
17 .
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- of a school of this character. In recent years however 
in order to meet the pressing demands of the age more 
emphasis has been placed upon the importance of’scien 
tific and vocational work. A number of electives in all 
departments are offered, and adjunct departments of 
music and art have been developed.
Otterbein has been aggressive in that she has stood out 
in a marked fashion with an identity peculiarly her own 
m several particulars. A few examples will serve t 
illustrate. Otterbein furnished the first State Youn^ 
Women's Christian Association secretary in the world 
Its Young Men’s Christian Association and its Youn*^ 
Women’s Christian Association were the first coll 
associations in the State, and its splendid buildino- fP 
Association purposes was the first of its kind in the coun"^ 
try. Add to this the fact that the students themselves 
provided the means for its construction, and the event 
becomes the more significant. Otterbein was the second 
college in the world to admit women on an equality with 
men. In slavery times she stood out staunchly in defense 
of the rights of the black man and has always fio-ured 
prominently in temperance movements. ^
In recent years Otterbein has enjoyed unDarallele.4 
prosperity. Her student body and her materkreo-lin 
ment have been greatly increased. Six new buildin<.s' 
Cochran Hall, the Carnegie Library, the Lambert FinJ Arts Building the Heating Plant, the SciencTB^ilS": 
and King Hall have been erected, the three fomier b-nS 
gifts of individuals.
She maintains h" weH-earned place in the front ranks 
of the colleges of Ohio. Otterbein College is a membe? 
of the Ohio College Association, the North Central Asso 
ciation of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and the Asso­
ciation of American Colleges, and is on the apnroved lis*- 
of Colleges of the Association of American Universities'
buildings and grounds 19
LOCATION
Otterbein College is located at Westerville, Ohio, twelve 
miles north of Columbus, on the Cleveland, Akron and 
Columbus branch of the Pennsylvania Railway. There 
are several trains each day stopping at Westerville, which 
make the run from Columbus in twenty minutes. It has 
connection also with Columbus by an extension of the city 
electric line, whose cars run every hour on the half hour, 
and can be boarded at the corner of Spring and Third 
Streets, or Long and Third Streets.
Westerville is a beautiful town with wide and shady 
streets, pretty lawns, and cozy residences. It has a popu­
lation of 3,300, has all modern improvements, such as 
electric lights, water works, natural gas, sanitary sewers, 
free mail delivery, and a splendid public school system. 
There are nine miles of paved streets. These material 
conditions, coupled with the high moral tone of the vil­
lage, make Westerville an ideal place for a college town. 
The beauty of the surrounding country also adds to its 
desirability.
The Anti-Saloon League of America has its national 
headquarters here. The choice of Westerville for the 
general offices and printing plant of this great organi­
zation speaks strongly of the recognized tone of the town 
and college, and also assures them both a vigorous and 
rapid growth.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Otterbein’s buildings and grounds occupy about forty 
acres on the west side of Westerville, part of which in­
clines gradually toward a bluff overlooking beautiful 
Alum Creek. About nine acres of this ground are in one 
plat, the balance in various contiguous locations separated 
only by streets, from the main campus.
The campus is beautifully shaded by majestic maples 
and elms, making not only a comfortable, but artistic
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location for college buildings. The college group consii 
of ten commodious structures.
_ rr-i • • lorrrpw foU
f uuiu a —
The Administration Building This is
.J, LuVre of brick in Go.hic s.ylc
contains twelve large offices Ereeteda faculty room, chapel and executive ottices.
1870.
Saum HALL-Erected in 1855, recently remodeled at 
furnished as a modern dormitory for girls.
rr-i - IQ dcvote
irmsnea as a luuuuxxx
T„. Assoctatrok Boiboi»o-Thi.
,„i,e interest, "t >> Vomg fc, mdjo.ng
“cejtton parlors, and coornntte. ro.ma 
Cochran Hall—This commodious dorni t J 
wa?con1tructed through the fenerous g.ft^
f stSk srts »-»:dS n”“
■S-■”-^|e”rS:^dreSTar3S *"
to accommodate reception rooms,
cnacious parlors and recepnu
THE CAKNHCIE LiB-J^TWs
architecture is ^ Carnegie, and h
stone. _ It >s tne S j jj^rary, with read »
SIS".^Tbiss.™-- 
th- iA».b.p sir.'%rb"K%;&£
four stones big a Lambert, of An or of
i'“>i;l"L,“'lt is the home of .be Co.se
Music, the Home Economics Department, and the 
Department of the College, and has in addition to the 
practice rooms, a splendid assembly room, pipe organ, 
private offices, and studios. Erected in 1909.
The Heating Plant—This building is equipped with 
three large boilers of sufficient capacity to furnishheat 
for the entire plant. Installed and constructed in 1906.
The President’s House—The President’s House is a 
comfortable, nine-room structure, located on the north 
side of the college campus.
The McFadden Science Hall—Funds for this build­
ing were appropriated from the money secured during 
the 1918 campaign. It is three stories high with full base­
ment space, constructed of brick. There is ample space 
for offices, recitation rooms and laboratories for the 
science departments. One of the most modern and com­
plete buildings of its kind in the country.
King Hall—A building is now in course of construc­
tion large enough to accommodate about 75 men, wiA a 
commons large enough to serve 130 men with meals. Tms 
building is being constructed by Mr. and Mrs. K.
King, class of 1874. It will be owned and controlled by 
them, but according to college regulations. It will be 
modern in every particular and will provide all necessary 
comforts for student life. The building will be located 
on Main Street adjoining the campus, and it is expected 
that it will be ready for occupancy by September,
About 25 upper classmen will be admitted. After tha.t 
freshmen and sophomores will be assigned rooms until 
the building is filled.
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HOUSING AND SUPERVISION OF STUDENTS
Men—The College furnishes boarding and lodging 
for men in King Hall until filled. (See above.) I he
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rest may make their own choice of location subject tn 
approval of the faculty. In dubs, boarding is furnt^i* 
at cost by the students themselves. For rates see pa-rg *
Rooms in private homes vary in price according to i 
cation and furnishing-. Generally two young men rn 
tog^ether, thus making" the expense to p^rh -f ^Oi dollars to three dollars^a week. ^sTngle rooms v “"’r 
two dollars to four dollars a week. ^
The men may furnish their own bedding excpnt 
tresses and pillows. If furnished by the HaM ^ 
charge of $5.00 per year will be made. ^
Women—The young women room in the 
Cochran Memorial Hall and Saum Hall and hn. ^- ^ 
common dining-room in Cochran Hall. RornZ u a 
nearly all arranged to accommodate two anr) 
price according to size and location. Boards 
nished m a common dining-room. fur-
The student provides her own towels and h<>rm- 
cept mattress and pillows. Napkins are n"f f^Sshe^j."^'
In order to secure a room, a retaining fee of f;,- .r 
must be deposited by each student. No room wifi 
garded as engaged until said fee is in the VT >■«' 
hands. The fee is retained to the end of thf. ^"^^^surer’s
the value of any breakage to furniture or dan^"’ 
room i.s deducted. damage to the
Room-s engaged at the cIo.se of the year will not be heM 
Inter than July unless the retaining fee has been paid 
No reduction in board will be given to students who 
are absent over Saturday and Sunday.
Board and room rent for both men and women are pay­
able strictly one month in advance. Any student neg­
lecting to settle in this manner, unless by special arrano-e- 
ment with the Treasurer, will be charged with a delin­
quency fee of twenty-five cents per day until settle­
ment is made.
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No young woman will be permitted to room outside the 
dormitories, except with the approval of the faculty.
Under no circumstances will studentsj men or women, 
be allowed to room in a home without adidt oversight.
LIBRARIES
The Library, including the libraries of the Philomathean 
and Philophronean Societies, contains about thirty-five 
thousand bound volumes and pamphlets, and is classified 
and catalogued according to the Dewey System. Reading 
tables supplied with the best papers and magazines are 
maintained by each of the four literary societies and by 
the college.
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION 
A chapel assembly is held every morning, except Sat­
urday and Sunday, at eight-thirty. During first semes­
ter the regular Chapel hour on Saturday will be devoted 
to practical talks and conferences with freshmen on 
problems of vital interest to their personal and social 
life. All students are required to be present at this 
time.
Public worship is conducted at ten-fifteen every Sabbath 
morning in the college church. All students are expected 
to be present, except those who arrange to worship else­
where.
A well-organized Sunday school is conducted every 
Sunday morning at nine o’clock.
Students receive instruction also in New Testament 
Greek, in the English Bible, Missions, and Religious Edu­
cation in their regular courses.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical training is required of all College students of 
the Freshmen and Sophomore years. These courses cover 
all phases of physical training. This work is necessary 
for graduation. An elective course is also given.
Each student is given a physical examination on
Athletics include Varsity '"^°‘g^partfdpate'’s1n
tennis, track, and field sports The college partRif^at
intercollegiate contests with the best ; ^e
is governed by the rules of Phio Athletm Confrere 
in the promotion of intercollegiate at ^
terclass contests are arranged m the P
both men and women.
Gymnasium classes are conducted regularly Unifo^i 
gymnasium clothing is required for tho 
bers of the gymnasium classes.
The uniform for the men consists of a w^e sleev^
less athletic shirt, white running pants and rubber 
gymnasium or basket ball shoes.
For the women, the uniform consists of black 
bloomers, white middy, and rubber soled gymnasiu 
basketball shoes.
The college authorities appropriate a 
for the maintenance of this department. ®(j. 
tor is in charge, assisted by a special coach for the athletic
teams.
The Varsity '‘O” Association is composed of honor 
men who by virtue of certain proficiency m the various 
athletic sports are admitted to membership. 1 nis organi­
zation has an annual banquet of its present and ex­
members.
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PUBLIC SPEAKING AND ORATORY 
In addition to the regular public speaking course, ample 
opportunity is offered for special work. Several 
collegiate debates are held during the year, for which col­
lege credit toward graduation is given; a debate between 
the Freshmen and Sophomores j a declamation contest for 
under-classmen; an oratorical contest for upper-class­
men; besides several dramatic productions, which are giv­
en by different classes and college organizations. Otter-
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bein is also a member of the Ohio Oratorical Associa­
tion and is represented in the State Oratorical contest.
All regular college public speaking contests are un­
der the direction and control of the Public Speaking 
Department.
Two series of prizes are awarded to contestants in 
declamation and oratory, respectively. See Prizes.
Otterbein has a chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, an honorary 
forensic society. Only students who have represented 
the college in intercollegiate debate or oratory are eligible 
to membership.
LECTURES
Besides the frequent opportunities in a college town to 
hear distinguished lecturers, students may avail them­
selves of the Citizens’ Lyceum Course, whose lectures and 
entertainments are given in the college chapel.
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
There is a glee club for men. A college orchestra, 
under the direction of a faculty instructor, furnishes 
occasional concerts. Instruction is free. All these or­
ganizations are under the careful training and supervision 
of the instructors of the School of Music.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Literary Societies—Otterbein has always ranked well 
because of the high grade work in its literary societies. 
The splendid parliamentary drill, literary finish, and high 
general culture which are to be derived from literary so­
ciety work are obtained by this means. There are four 
societies—Philalethea and Qeiorhetea for women; Philo- 
mathea and Philophronea for men. The society halls are 
furnished in a rich and elegant fashion and are large and 
commodious. Frequent open sessions are held at which 
special programs are rendered. These are striking fea-
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tures of the work of the college, and call for preparation 
Of the highest order. All students are urged to join one 
of the societies.
Y. M. C. A.—Y. W. C. A. These two Christian Asso­
ciations meet weekly in a hall of their own in the Associa­
tion Building. Both are branches of the International 
Christian Association.
Christian Endeavor—Two Christian Endeavor So­
cieties of high grade exist at Otterbein, and include in 
their membership most of the students. The meetings are 
held regularly every Sabbath evening.
Student Volunteer Band—The Student Volunteer 
Band consists of a number of young men and young wom­
en who have pledged themselves to foreign missionary 
service, and who meet at regular intervals for special fel­
lowship and the consideration of missionary problems.
Campus Clubs—The following are important Clubs 
on the campus, conducted and participated in by the 
students:
The Quiz and Quill Club, for those interested in short- 
story writing and contemporary authors; Chaucer Club 
for the study of English literature and drama; Interna^ 
tional Relations Club; Science Club; French Club.
STUDENT government
A well organized system of student government is in 
charge of most student activities, under the approval of 
the faculty.
FACULTY CLUB
A faculty club composed of all the members of the fac­
ulty meets at intervals at the regular faculty hour for the 
discussion of some current educational problem. Usually 
some noted educator or a member of the faculty intro­
duces the subject by a discussion or a paper.
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS
Tlie official publications of the College are issued quar­
terly, in October, January, April and July.
The Alumni Register, containing a complete list of the 
officers, trustees and alumni of the institution from its 
founding, is issued every fourth or fifth year, and be­
comes a valuable asset to the historic records of the in­
stitution. The next issue will be June, 1928.
The January number is a general publicity bulletin.
The April number is the general catalog number con­
taining detailed information relative to the life and work 
of the College. This number contains the complete reg­
ister of students for the year.
The July Bulletin contains chiefly an account of com­
mencement week, including the names of graduates and 
reports of the president and the treasurer to the trustees.
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
The Tan and Cardinal is the weekly paper of the 
College. Every phase of college life is given its share of 
notice.
The Sibyl, a student publication issued annually by 
the Junior Class, is a beautiful and elaborate presentation 
of the student life of the institution, representing all de­
partmental activities, and richly embellished with photo­
graphs and other decorative material.
The Quiz and Quill is a literary magazine composed 
of the best productions of the college students during the 
year.
The Association Handbook, published yearly by a 
joint committee of the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. mem­
bers, is a neat, pocket manual containing invaluable in­
formation for new students.




To carry extra hours the student must have
ing the preceding year not more 
mainder to be B’s or better.
No student may elect less than fourteen hours exc p
by special permission of the faculty.
No student is allowed to discontinue any woflc without
permission of the faculty.
No student in the college may carry more than eighteen
hours of work.
Minimum Work Permitted. In order that parents 
may feel that the best use of time and money 
students are required to take the equivalent or tu ^ r 
This may be in any one department or distriDUte e- 
tween any two or more departments.
In music, full work shall consist of two les^ns per 
week in a major study (Piano, Organ, Voice, or btrmgea 
Instrument), one lesson per week of a sturdy
(Piano, Organ, Voice or Stringed Instrument,) and either 
Harmony, Counterpoint, or History of Music, one hour 
per week. In art, full work shall consist of regular work 
in the studio and at least one text-book subject.
ORIENTATION COURSE FOR FRESHMEN
During the first semester, on Saturdays, at the regular 
chapel period, from 8:30 to 9:00, a series of practical talks 
and conferences is held with the entire freshman class on 
vital personal and social problems. The method will be 
familiar and practical, but a brief text will be used. The 
field covered will be those personal interests which would 
probably never be touched in class room or in any other
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place, such as the history and traditions of the College, 
proper use of time and money, how to study, proper hab­
its of eating, sleeping and exercise, etc. The work is re­
quired of all freshmen. Course is given by the President 
and Deans.
GRADING SYSTEM
The letters A, B, C, D, F and X are used in ranking 
students. The letter A stands for extraordinary attain­
ment in the course. B is good; C average; D poor; F 
failure; and X stands for a condition in the course indi­
cating that the work is not completed.
Removal of Conditions. A condition not removed by 
the end of the corresponding semester of the next year 
shall become an F.
Failure. Students whose mid-semester marks are F’s 
and X’s may be continued with adjusted courses. Should 
similar conditions obtain at the end of a semester, they 
shall not reregister the following semester except by spe­
cial permission of the Faculty.
Those who have D’s and marks lower may be continued 
in their courses on probation on the recommendation of 
their advisers or their professors.
No student who has failed in half the number of hours 
in which he was registered shall be reregistered the fol­
lowing semester unless by special permission of the Fac­
ulty.
POINT SYSTEM
The following Point System is a basis for scholarship 
and graduation honors:
For each semester hour of A 3 points
For each semester hour of B 2 points
For each semester hour of C 1 point
For each semester hour of D, F, X, No Points.
For graduation, a student must have 128 hours and 





year will semesters of any one
■^"he list will be nnlr If honor student.
be published each year in the college catalog.
^ SCHOLASTIC HONORS AT GRADUATION
entitle a s^dent^m course will
^ ^udent to have “cum laude” on his diploma.
sUidenf course will entitle
'pQ ^ cum laude” on his diploma.
•"ay not havTnfore th/n"^ honors at graduation a student 
another institution^ ® transferred from
Written p • ^^'^^INATIONS
M«'„a keU at tht n.id-
sr.' * ‘“f”®"pt i* sinTsrrtions, equLi ^ will be charo-eH%
^ alent to the rate of special examina-
01 tuition for such course.
, The degree of^T^ DIPLOMAS
p?S’n'
GENERAL REGULATIONS
The degree Bachelor of Music (Mus. B.) will be con- 
ferred upon the satisfactory completion of the work pre- 
scribed in music, as described in that department.
The degree Bachelor of Fine Arts (B. F. A.) will be 
conferred upon those who complete satisfactorily the 
work m art as described in that department.
general regulations
1 tobacco is forbidden in all its forms in col­
lege buildings, on college grounds, and on all streets or 
other property contiguous to college property. Its use in 
all other places is not countenanced.
No secret society is pemiitted and no other self-per- 
petuatmg society or organization may be formed without 
permission from the Faculty.
A student who is a member of any college organiza­
tion representing Otterbein in intercollegiate or special 
extra, curricular relations shall not participate in such 
activities unless a satisfactory standard in scholarship is 
maintained. A student in an individual capacity repre­
senting the college shall conform to the same standard.
IV e unexcused absences from daily Chapel shall be the 
maximum for a semester. Any student who has more 
than five unexcused absences shall be suspended awaiting 
satisfactory adjustment.
The college year is divided into two semesters. For the 
arrangement of the various college vacations, see the Col-
C^3.]0nci3.r,
Every absence from the last recitation in any study 
before a recess, or from the first recitation in any study 
following such a recess, or vacation, shall reduce the 
credit for that course one hour
REGISTRATION
Send entrance credentials early in the summer. 
Students will not be enrolled unless their entrance cer­
tificates or certificates of transfer from other institu-
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will, leuer. of b.norobl.
“'stTtoT"rrr^»M
College Calendar, page 5.)
All Sophomores are require registration,
the beginning of the year ^by the Re-
c?rifP In? cL'l^S^rirser must likewise be
Students are expected to ‘heir studies^for^Ae foL 
lowing semester entered by their Pi^^tesso ,
that purpose, and deposited m the cd ege oK>ce at st 
ten days before the close of the semester then in session.
FEES FOR DELINQUENCY AND CHANGE OF 
SCHEDULE
All students, not entering for the first time, failing to 
register as above directed, will be required to pay a pen> 
altv of $1.00 for each day of delay. The same penalty 
will be imposed for failure to pay tuition and laboratory 
fees at the time set apart for such purpose.
A fee of 50c is charged for change of schedule.
PAYMENT OF BILLS
Students are required to pay bills on or before the sec­
ond day of the first semester and on or before first day 




A registration fee of $1.00 is charged all students.
An incidental fee of $9.00 is collected from each stu­
dent. This is payable at the time of matriculation and 
covers all necessary personal expenses for all athletics 
and physical culture. A free ticket to all home games in 
athletics is given each regularly matriculated student. 
College.
Tuition.
First Semester, 16 hours............................. $62.50
Second Semester, 16 hours............................62.50
LABORATORY FEES AND DEPOSITS
Deposit Fee Per Semester





Physical Chemistry No. 164 ........................$7.50
Home Economics:
Nos. 365-366 ............................... $^50
Nos. 371-372 .............................. 7.SO
Nos. 373-374 ................................................. 7.50
No. 378 ........................................................... 7.50
No. 381........................ 2.50
No. 384 ........................................................... 7.50
The above fees are subject to increase or decrease with 
changing economic conditions.
For tuition and other fees in music and art, see those 
departments.
Students taking more than regular -work -will be charged 
extra tuition at the proportionate rate.
All fees are payable strictly one semester in advance.
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ESTIMATE OF NECESSARY EXPENSE IN COLLEGE
Department Low High
Registration and Incidentals .$ 10.00 $ 10.00
Tuition, 16 hrs.............. 125.00 125.00
Laboratory Fees......... 10.00 25.00
Board (37 weeks at $5.00) . . 185.00 185.00
Room (37 weeks at $1.25) .. 46.25 (at $2.50) 92.50
Books and Miscellaneous .... 75.00 125.00
$451.25 $562.50
The above estimates include only necessary college ex­
pense. No allowance is made for clothing, travel and ' 
luxuries.
Only a limited number of rooms are available for $1.25 
per week.
GRADUATION FEE
Five dollars, payable to the Treasurer four weeks be­
fore graduation, is required of every candidate for 
graduation.
A fee of $1.00 is charged for a Diploma in Music or 
Art.
reduction to honor GRADUATES OF 
high SCHOOLS
To the first honor graduate of high schools there is a 
reduction of tuition of seventeen dollars per year. This 
reduction is made in any year the student may enter, or 
either semester of the year, and continues four years. No 
additional reduction shall be allowed for any other cause.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SELF HELP
Young people of limited means will be advised in re­
gard to opportunities for defraying a part of their ex­
penses. There are “Employment Bureaus” conducted by 
the Christian Associations whose services are especially 




In order to aid needy and worthy students in securing 
an education the college has the disposal of the annual in­
come of the following funds:
1. The George E. Welshans Alemorial Scholarship,
$1,000.
2. The Allegheny Branch Christian Endeavor Scholar­
ship, $500, available to students from Allegheny Con­
ference.
3. The Southeast Ohio Branch Christian Endeavor 
Scholarship, $1,000, available to students from South­
east Ohio Conference.
4. Class of 1914 Scholarship, $1,500, available to stu­
dents who have spent at least one year in Otterbein 
and who are members of one of the college classes.
5. The East Ohio Branch Christian Endeavor Scholar­
ship, $2,000, available to students from East Ohio 
Conference.
6. Rev. and Mrs. S. F. Daugherty Scholarship Fund,
$200.
7. The Sandusky Christian Endeavor Scholarship, 
$1,000, available to students from Sandusky Confer­
ence.
8. The Overholser-Deets Scholarship, $1,000. Available 
to students from the foreign fields, or those who are 
planning for foreign service.
9. The Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Kendall Scholarship, $1,000, 
available to students from East Ohio Conference.
10. The Erem John Healy Memorial Scholarship, $1,700, 
available to ministerial or missionary students.
11. The Mr. and Mrs. S. Hohenshil Memorial Scholar­
ship, $1,500.
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12. The Wagner Scholarshijp, $1,000, available to stu­
dents from Southeast Ohio Conference preparing for 
religious work.
13. The Harry R. Clippinger Memorial Scholarship> 
$1,600.
14. The Charles W. Kurtz Memorial Scholarship, $1,500, 
available to students from Miami Conference.
15. The Miami Conference Christian Endeavor Scholar­
ship, $1,000, available to students from Miami Con­
ference.
16. The Franklin Church Scholarship, $1,000.
17. Class of 1918 Memorial Scholarship Fund, $2,500.
18. The Richard A. Elitt Scholarship Fund, $2,300, avail­
able to students from Southeast Ohio Conference.
19. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Goodrich Memorial Scholar­
ship Fund, $500, available to ministerial or missionary 
students.
20. Pierre Frederick and Louise Marguerite Rosselot 
Scholarship, $1,000. For a Senior who shall have at­
tained high rank in the departments of American and 
European History, Political Science, and French Lan­
guage, and who shall have made a special study of 
some phase of international relations.
21. Mr. and Mrs. C. Philip Knost Scholarship, $200.
22. Van Gundy, Beck, and Van Gundy Scholarship,
$2,000.
23. Willey Memorial Church (Cincinnati) Scholarship,
$1,200.
24. Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Rudisill Scholarship, $1,000.
25. Altoona First Church C. E. Scholarship Fund, $5,000. 
available to ministerial or missionary students from 
that church.
26. The Arthur A. Moore Memorial Scholarship, $2,000, 
available to students from East Ohio Conference.
27. Mrs. Martha Soule Scholarship, $1,000.
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28. Lake Odessa, Michigan, C. E. and S. S. Union Schol­
arship, $250.00. Available to students from Mich­
igan Conference.
29. Johnstown Park Avenue U. B. Church Scholarship 
Fund, $6,000, available to students who are members 
of that church.
RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS
Men who have completed their Sophomore year at Ot- 
terbein College are eligible to compete for the Cecil 
Rhodes Scholarships, tenable for three years at Oxford 
University, England, with a stipend of £400 annually. 
These scholarships are awarded on the combined basis 
of character, scholarship, athletic interest, and leadership 
in extra-curriculum activities. Further information may 
be obtained from Professor Leigh Alexander, Oberlin 
College, Oberlin, Ohio, Secretary of the Rhodes Scholar­
ship Committee for Ohio.
LOAN FUNDS
The Eberly Fund:
By will of Rev. Daniel Eberly, D.D., of Hanover, 
Pennsylvania, a fund of over five thousand dollars has 
been left, the income from which will be loaned without 
interest to worthy students.
The Clements Fund:
In memory of his deceased wife, a loan fund to be 
known as the Luella Fonts Clements Memorial Fund, has 
become established by Mr. F. O. Clements, ’96. The in­
come from this fund is available to worthy and needy 
students, without interest.
The Albert J. Demorest Memorial Fund:
In memory of their father, a loan fund to be known as 
the Albert J. Demorest Memorial Fund, has been estab­
lished by Professor and Mrs. Merrick A. Demorest, ’20- 
’21. This fund is available to a worthy, high-grade stu­
dent.
PRIZES
Rev. Howard H. Russell, D.D., founder and associate 
superintendent of the Anti-Saloon League of America,
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has established two series of prizes for those who win 
distinction in Public Speaking and Oratory at Otterbein.
1. Russell Prize, Declamation Contest—Three 
prizes of fifteen, ten and five dollars each are offered to 
students who win the first three places in the annual 
declamation contest for under-classmen.
2. Russell Prize, Oratorical Contest—Three 
prizes, fifteen, ten and five dollars each, are offered to 
students who win the first, second and third places in the 
annual oratorical contest for upper-classmen.
3. Barnes Short Story Prize—Mr. J. A. L. Barnes, 
of Wellesley, Mass., class of ’94, has established a short 
story prize scholarship amounting to $2,000, the income 
from which is to be used for prizes of $40, $20 and $10 
each for the best stories on Good Citizenship. The sum 
of $50 is to be used for the purchase of books for the 
library bearing upon the subject. This scholarship is es­
tablished in the memory of Mr. Barnes’ brother, Walter 
Barnes, of the class of ’98.
4. Weaver Mathematics Prize—A prize of $10 is 
awarded annually by Mr. and Mrs. James H. Weaver of 
Columbus, Ohio, to the student who distinguishes him­
self most in the department of mathematics. The student 
is selected and the prize awarded by the administrative 
authorities in connection with the head of the department 
of mathematics. In order to be eligible for this prize a 
student must be carrying a course in mathematics of 
Junior rank or above.
5. The Lawrence Keister Classical Greek Prize 
Foundation—Rev. Lawrence Keister, D.D., Scottdale, 
Pennsylvania, gave one thousand dollars as a permanent 
foundation for annual prizes in classical Greek.
Students in the first year course who rank B or better 
for the year, and earn a credit of not less than 95 percent 
in the annual test shall receive two dollars each as a rec­
ognition prize. The course prize is ten dollars.
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In the second year class prizes of ten, five and three 
dollars shall be awarded to the pupils in order of their 
rank.
^ In the third year, the second and third prizes shall be 
five and three dollars, respectively. The first prize shall 
be the residuum of the $60 yielded annually after the 
above awards are counted out.
Such variations in all the prizes may be made as 
changed conditions and discretion suggest.
6. The Lawrence Keister New Testament Greek 
Prize Foundation—The foundation for these prizes con­
sists of five hundred dollars. In the fourth year course the 
major study will be New Testament Greek. To pupils in 
this course prizes of fifteen, ten, and five dollars shall be 
made in order of class rank. These awards shall be made 
in chapel about June 1 of each year. The winners shall 
also be announced on Commencement Day.
7. The Cox Prize Foundation for Debate—A prize 
of $25 is awarded by Mr. J. O. Cox of Valparaiso, Ind., 
to the winning team in the Freshman-Sophomore debate.
8. Quiz and Quill Prizes—Prizes of $10, $5, and $1 
are awarded by the Quiz and Quill Club for the best Eng­
lish essay or poem written by either a Freshman or 
Sophomore.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO COLLEGE
Fifteen units of work are required for admission to 
college.
Four one-hour recitations a week, or five weekly reci­
tations of forty-five minutes each throughout the school 
year of thirty-six weeks, constitute a unit of work for re­
quirements of admission.
Graduates from first-grade high schools are admitted 
to freshman standing unconditioned upon presentation of 
a certificate of graduation.
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If the credits presented from the high schoni. 
total number of units but are deficient in anv of tl 
departments the candidate may be allowed entr^nTeV!^^ 
Freshman class but will be required to make ^ 
deficiency on the basis of one college unit fnA “P 
school units. ^ ‘wo high
Students who seek credit for studies pursued in B- u 
schools and academies must submit certificates Tf 
texts or portions of texts used, and the number of 
spent in recitation thereon. hours
Students may be admitted to Freshman standing cnn^- 
tioned in one unit, or eight semester hours. ^
The minimum hours of work required to obtain 
trance to the various classes above Freshman are as 
lows: ^
At the beginning of the first semester a student must 
have completed, in addition to any entrance conditions-—
For Sophomore standing ..24 hours and 24 points
For Junior standing........  58 hours and 58 points
For Senior standing......... 92 hours and 92 points
*If a student is admitted with 4 units of foreign language, only 8 hour*
shall be required in college. If a student is admitted with 3 units 
hours shall be required in the college. If a student is admitted on 2 
units or less, 16 hours shall be required in the college.
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At the beginning of the second semester the numbers 
stand as follows:
For Sophomore standing . 40 hours and 40 points 
For Junior standing .... 75 hours and 75 points 








EDMUND A. JONES, A.M., Ph.D.
Emeritus Professor of English Bible
GEORGE SCOTT, Litt.D., Ph.D., LL.D.
Flickinger Professor of Latin Language and Literature
THOMAS J. SANDERS, Ph.D., LL.D.
Hulitt Professor of Philosophy
CHARLES SNAVELY, Ph.D.
Professor of Social Science
ALMA GUITNER, A.M.
Hively Professor of German Language and Literature
NOAH E. CORNETET, A.M., Litt.D.
Dean
Professor of Greek Language and Literature
SARAH M. SHERRICK, Ph.D.
Professor of English Literature
ALZO PIERRE ROSSELOT, A.M.
Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures
LOUIS AUGUSTUS WEINLAND, A.M.
Professor of Chemistry
EDWARD WALDO EMERSON SCHEAR, A.M.
Professor of Biology and Geology
JAMES H. McCLOY, M.Sc.
Merchant Professor of Physics and Astronomy
LEON McCARTY, A.M.
Professor of Public Speaking
CARY O. ALTMAN, A.M.
Professor of Rhetoric and Composition 
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L. MAY HOERNER, A.M.
Professor of Home Economics
BENJAMIN CURTIS GLOVER, A.M.
Dresbach Professor of Mathematics
FRED A. HANAWALT, M.Sc.
Assistant Professor of Biology
GILBERT MILLS, A.B.
Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
F. J. VANCE, A.M.
Registrar
Assistant Professor of French
EDWIN M. HURSH, A.M.
Professor of Religious Education and Sociology
BYRON W. VALENTINE, A.M.
Professor of Education
ROYAL F. MARTIN, B.P.E., A.B.
Professor of Physical Education
MERLIN DITMER, A.B.
Assistant Physical Director
RAYMOND V. PHELAN, Ph.D.
Professor in Economics and Business Administration
JESSE S. ENGLE, B.D., A.M.
Professor of Bible
LELA M. TAYLOR, A.M.
Assistant in Education and English
DONALD R. CLIPPINGER, B.S. 
Instructor in Chemistry 
HOWARD MENKE, A.B.
Instructor in Mathematics
TIRZA L. BARNES, B.S.
Librarian
ANNA DELL LAFEVER, Ph.B.
Assistant Librarian
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CORA A. McFADDEN, B.S.,
Dean of Women
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English











For additional instructors, see Departments of Music 
and Art.
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REQUIRE]\IENTS FOR GRADUATION
Follov/ing is a description of the Group-Major-Minor 
System adopted by the College:
I Language and Literature.
Art, Bibliography, English, French, German, Greek, 
Italian, Latin, Music, Public Speaking, Spanish.
II Natural Sciences.
' Astronomy, Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry, Geol­
ogy, Physics and Zoology.
III Mathematics and Philosophy.
Education, Logic, Mathematics, Mechanical Draw­
ing, Philosophy, Psychology, and Surveying.
IV Social Sciences.
Bible, Economics, History, Home Economics, Mis­
sions, Political Science, Religious Education, and 
Sociology.
A semester consists of 18 weeks, or one-half of the 
college year.
A semester hour is one class hour a week continued 
through the semester. For illustration, a subject in which 
a student recites 2 hours a week would count 2 semester 
hours of credit. One in which he recites 4 hours a week 
would count 4 semester hours of credit.
To graduate, a student must have completed satisfactor­
ily 128 semester hours of work, and have earned at least 
128 quality points.
No student can graduate in any department of the Col­
lege without spending at least one year (the Senior year) 
in residence at Otterbein.
A major consists of not more than 32 nor less than 24 
semester hours in one subject or department.
A minor consists of 16 semester hours selected in one 
subject or department.
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One major and one minor must be completed for gradu­
ation. However, no student should take more than 36 
hours in a department. The major may be selected from 
any of the four groups as designated above, and a minor 
must be selected from a group other than the major group. 
A student may complete two majors in different depart­
ments under the direction of the heads of these depart­
ments and may designate who of the two professors shall 
be the adviser.
This arrangement provides for both reasonable special­
ization and freedom of election and at the same time ir^ 
sures a liberal and general distribution of work through 
the entire curriculum. A student should choose his major 
not later than the beginning of the Sophomore year. If 
it is not chosen by the close of the Sophomore year the 









Mathematics ................  4
Science ........... -..................  4
Physical Education ............. 1
Total .......................... 16
Second Semester Hours 
English (Rhetoric and
Composition) ..............  3
French, German, or
Spanish .......................  4
Greek, Latin or
Mathematics ................ 4
Science ................................  4






Hours Second Semester Hours
...........  3 Bible ....................................  3
........... 13 Electives ...............................13
Total 16 Total .............................16
JUNIOR YEAR
First Semester Hours Second Semester
Electives ............................. ^6 Electives ............................. 16
♦Neither Greek nor Latin in review will meet this requirement.
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SENIOR YEAR
First Semester Hours Second Semester Hours
Electives ............................ 16 Electives .............................. 16
There shall be a special advisory committee for Fresh­
men to be appointed by the faculty. The adviser for 
each student, above Freshman, will be the professor in 
the department in which he selects his major.
For those students who major in subjects which must 
be carried through four years and which require a prere­
quisite in some other subjects, permission may be granted 
by the adviser to transfer one Freshman course to the 
Sophomore year.
The following are the minimum requirements of all 
students for graduation:
English Literature or Advanced Public
Speaking ......................................... 6 semester hours
Composition and Rhetoric..................  6 semester hours
B^t)le ....................................................... 5 semester hours
History, Religious Education or Social
Science ........................................... 8 semester hours
“^French, German, Italian, Spanish ... 8 semester hours
Greek, Latin, or Mathematics............  6 semester hours
Science ................................................... 8 semester hours
Philosophy and Education..................  8 semester hours
Physical Education ..............................  4 semester hours
Electives ..................................................66 semester hours
Total .............................................128 semester hours
Explained more fully, the above means that the amount 
of work indicated in each subject named will be required 
of all students for graduation, no matter what may be the
*An ancient language may be substituted for a modern on facblty action.
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Kp t2,kcn docs
major subject. More than "touching majors and 
not conflict with the regulation touching
COURSE
PRE-MEDIC. highest type
Otterbein College who desire to ^mer
of pre-medical -pj^g student’s cours ggi^ool&,s
""r-Sn o .Le S.W.C..
minimum entrance requirements of Ae m
Sstitutions, the College rewgm^es th .
eluding also other lines of study w to ones
mended by them as contributing v y^^
t^r^ZV:ipe:^"i"S.rnen^ for the Baccalaureate
T1 ™por.an. to
Study shall, upon registration, immediat y 
the professors concerned.
as Law and Engineering.
SPECIAL WORK FOR TEACHERS
sufficient work in em"
to enable students to meet nigh school pro-
are^he requirements of 
the state department of education.
Three semester hours are required for practice teach­
ing and observation of teaching, not less than half of 
which time shall be given to practice teaching, under the 
supervision of a trained teacher.
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In no case is credit in hours to be given in observation 
and practice teaching for experience in teaching in the 
past, excepting that for considerable experience in teach­
ing a certain reduction is made from the requirements 
for practice and observation.
In practice teaching not more than one recitation hour 
a day shall be credited, and not less than twenty-seven 
recitations shall be taught by each student.
In addition to the practice teaching and observation 
work there shall be not less than 12 sernester hours dis­
tributed among the following subjects with not less than 
two semester hours in each subject;
1. History of Education.
2. Principles of Teaching.
3. Methods of Teaching.
4. School Administration and Management.
5. Psychology, General Psycholo^, Educational Psy­
chology and Science of Education.




Junior yearHistory of Education ..... ..196 3
Principles of Teaching .... ..190 3 Junior year
Special Methods ................ ..191 2
Junior yearEducational Psychology ......185 3
School Administration and 
Management ............... ..187 3
Observation and Practice 
Teaching...................... ..192 3 Senior year
Additional professional work to make the total of 24 
hours may be chosen from Sociology, Educational meas­
urements, Principles of Education, Economics or Ethics.
Not more than 3 hours in Sociology, Economics or 




In the numbering of the courses, first semester courses 
have odd numbers and second semester courses even num­
bers.
Year courses are indicated by two numbers separated 
with a dash (201-202). Credit hours in such courses 
are given for the year.
Courses marked with an “E” following the regular 
course number indicate course in Special Methods for 
teachers.
Days of the week are abbreviated thus: Monday, M.; 
Tuesday, T.; Wednesday, W.; Thursday, Th.; Friday, 
F.; Saturday, S.
art and sculpture
Mrs. Delphine Dunn, Arf Director
25. History of Architecture and Sculpture. A 
study of architecture and sculpture from their rude be­
ginnings m primeval times to the Renaissance, with spe­
cial stress cm the Egyptian, Greek, Roman, and Early 
Christian. Text: Apollo Reinach.
26. History of Painting. The history and artistic 
interpretations of this subject from its earliest known 
days to the end of the sixteenth century.
ASTRONOMY 
Professor McCloy
51-52 The course is largely descriptive, including both 
textbook work and observation, intending to give the 
student a pneral view of the philosophy of the heavenly 
bodies Unnecessary mathematics is eliminated, but the 
student is expected to have a reasonable knowledge of 
plane geometry and high school physics.
10:00. M., IV., F. 6 hours
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61. Old Testament History and Literature. A 
survey course intended to give a proper appreciation o 
the Old Testament with special attention to its literary 
and religious values.
9, 11, T., Th., S.; and 2, M., IV.,- F. ^
62. The Life of Jesus. The study of the life of 
Jesus follows a brief survey of Jewish history f^ t e 
period between the Old Testament and the New ies a- 
ment. Required course. ’
9, 11. T., Th., S.; and 2, M., W., F. ^
63. The Life of Paul. A study of the life and let­
ters of Paul with special attention to the non-Jewish en­
vironment of early Christianity.
7:30, T., Th., S. 3 hours
64. The Hebrew Prophets. An introduction to the 
prophetic literature with the study of selected prophetic 
writings.
7 :30, T., Th., S. 3 hours
65. The Teachings of Jesus. A study of the teach­
ings of Jesus in comparison with the highest teachings o 
Judaism of his day; an attempt to discover the distin<^ive 
ethical and religious content of teaching,
course alternates with Course 63; not offered in
66. The Psalms and Wisdom Literature. A study 
of selected Psalms, Job, and other selections from the 
Old Testament Wisdom Literature. Tliis course alter- 
nates with Course 64; not offered in 1926-2/.
7 :30, T., Th., S. 3 hours
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iVin ’ ^liSTORY OF THE Bible. A stucly of the or-
English Bible, and the use 
to nrPCA f ^ from early Jewish use of the Old Testament 
courses ^ -Bible. Prerequisite; Required
the Values of the Bible. A study of
their use in !^h^T literature with reference to
ouishe! Z Christian religion. Prere-
mp-- courses, and one of the follow-mg. Education 185, Religious Education 601, or 605. 
Bibliography.
1. M., W., F. - .3 hours
bibliography
No course in Bibliography to be offered.
biology
01 Q^> SCHEAR and HaNAWALT
olant general survey of the
subiert the economic aspects of theavem^e nA"'° ‘•'''ee laboratory hours, and an
week.^ Mr. Sche°a^'^° library or field work each
.L, r..
insertsZoology. The course begins with 
various nbvla some of the commoner forms of the
whirh thp T descending order to the amoeba, after
SeilS ffj o'zts" "* I'r'Oivprtpl t ^ ^ Study IS made of the various classes of
lahnrlL o-ider- Two recitations and four
o m ?. L T" Mr. Hanawalt.
9.00 or 11.00, il/., fV. Laboratory, M., W., or T., Th. 1-3 8 hoars
103. Entomology. General study of insect life with 
a maximum amount of laboratory and field work and a
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minimum amount of book work. Instruction is given in 
the collection and preservation of insects, insecticides, and 
their application, life histories, natural enemies, winter 
condition of insects and its significance. One lecture, one 
quiz, and two to three laboratory hours a week.
Mr. Hanawalt.
7:30, Th., S. Laboratory, 1:00 to 3:00, F. 3 hours
104. Ornithology. Study of birds and bird life. 
Thirty or more lectures, recitations and frequent reports 
on assigned topics. Nest building and home life will be 
investigated in the field. Two lectures; four to six hours 
in library, laboratory and field. Mr. Hanawalt.
7:30, Th., S. Laboratory and field excursions, F. 3 hours
106. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy. A detailed 
study of the comparative anatomy of vertebrates. 
Throughout the course the interrelationship of structure 
and function is emphasized. One lecture or quiz and 
three laboratory hours each week. May be taken in con­
junction with Biology 102. Prerequisite, Biology 101.
Mr. Hanawalt.
11:00 F. Laboratory, 2 hrs. per week 2 hours
107. Histology and Organology. The course in­
cludes a study of histological technique, histogenesis and 
microscopic structure of the tissues and organs of the ver­
tebrate body. Emphasis is laid on the relation of struc­
ture to function. One lecture, one quiz, and two to four 
laboratory hours each week. Prerequisite, Biology 101- 
102. Mr. Hanawalt.
7:30, M. Laboratory, W., F. afternoons. 3 hours
108. General Embryology. Includes karyokinesis 
and the early development of amphibians, reptiles and 
birds; the germ cells and the processes of differentiation, 
heredity, and sex determination. The subject matter is 
approached from the standpoint of general biological re-
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lations and will be found useful to the student who wishes 
to understand the general principles of the science of life 
as well as to the student preparing for the field of medi- 
ane. 1 wo lectures and four laboratory hours each week. 
Prerequisite, Biology 91-92. Mr. Hanawalt.
7:30, T., Th. Laboratory, IV., F. 1-3. 4 hours
115. General Bacteriology. A general course giving 
instruction in the preparation of culture media, principles 
of sterilization and disinfection, methods of cultivating, 
staining and studying bacteria, fermentation with special 
reference to those affecting foods, and in the relations of 
bacteria and other micro-organisms to health. Two lec­
tures and four to six laboratory hours each week. Pre­
requisite one year of Biology. Mr. Schear.
11:00, M., W., Laboratory, 1-4, T., Th. 4 hours
116. Advanced Bacteriology. A biological examina­
tion is made of air, water, foods, and soil. Special atten- 
r r", n, u products. Isolation of bac-
IZL J o habitat. Specific
^ f-s t 'T ° more common pathogenic organ­
isms. ne ec ure, one quiz, and four to six laboratory 
hours each week. Prerequisite, Biology 115.
11:00, M., IV.. Uboratory. 1-4, T, Th.
*. Physiology. An introduction to the
^nera principles of physiology and a consideration of 
their application to the human body. Sufficient attention 
JS given to anatomy and histology to lay a foundation for 
the study of the properties and hygiene of tissues and or­
gans. Certain advanced problems receive special atten­
tion—for example, the properties of muscle tissue, special 
physiology of the nervous system, the receptor system, 
the circulating tissue, the inservation of the vascular sys­
tem, the digestive process and metabolism. Two lectures 
and three to six laboratory hours each week. Prerequi­
site, one year of Biology. Mr. Schear.
11:00, T., Th. Laboratory, 1-4, M., W. 6 or S hours
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125. Genetics. A study of the general principles of 
heredity. Types are chosen from both plant and animal 
material. Heredity characters found in man are given 
much consideration. Toward the close of the course a 
few lectures on eugenics are also included. Prerequisite, 
one year of Biology. Mr. Schear.
10 :00, M., W., F. Laboratory, Sat. A. M. 3 hoi4^rs
129. E. Special Methods. This course is given in con­
junction with Geology 299. The teaching of the biological 
sciences in secondary schools is studied by means of lec­
tures, library references and laboratory work. Special at­
tention is given to the place of laboratory instruction in 
secondary education, the organization of courses and 
equipment. One lecture and two laboratory hours each 
week. Mr. Hanawalt.
11:00, T., Th. 2 hours
Laboratory Fees and Deposits. All students who 
register for laboratory courses requiring the use of dis­
secting instruments, magnifiers, etc., are required to make 
a deposit of $4.00 in addition to the regular laboratory fee 
of $5.00, which covers only cost of materials consumed. 
The cost of apparatus injured or destroyed is charged 
against the deposit and the balance refunded.
CHEMISTRY 
Professor Weinland
A major in Chemistry shall consist of General, Quanti­
tative and Organic Chemistry, making a total of twenty- 
four hours.
151-152. General Chemistry. The attempt is made 
in this course to give a thorough drill in the fundamentals 
of Chemistry and to lay the foundation for the future 
work of those students who intend to follow this line 
further. Two hours a week are spent in recitation and
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four hours a week in the laboratory, working out a care­
fully graded system of experiments.
Three sections: 10, 11, F. & 10, T. & Th. ^ hours
1^3-154. Quantitative Analysis. The best known 
gravimetric and volumetric methods for the quantitative 
exammati^ of substances are used in this course. Pre­
requisite, Chemistry 151 and 152. Six to eight hours in 
laboratory and two lectures a week
’ 8 hours
155-156. Organic Chemistry. A study of the hydro 
carbons and their derivatives with special reference to in- 
15 fand Prerequisite, General Chemistry
8 hours7:30, M, & IV.
157. Chemistry. An elementary course in organic 
chemistry especially adapted to the needs of students in 
home economics.
T.. Th.
158. Household Chemistry. The application of 
Chemistry to the household in general, with special refer­
ence to sanitation Open to women who have completed 
Chemistry 151, 152 and 157.




• . Physical Chemistry. An introductory course
in physical chemistry.
4 hours




165. Qualitative Analysis. This course comprises 
the elementary principles of the qualitative detection of 
the more common bases and acids.
4 hours
166. Advanced Qualitative Analysis. Continua­
tion of Course 165.
4 hours
167. Methods in Teaching Chemistry. This 
course is designed to supplement work of the Department 
of Education by presenting problems peculiar to the teach­
ing of chemistry.
3-4 hours
Laboratory Fees. To cover cost of materials a fee of 




Man and His Living is indispensable to all students 
who^ intend to be leaders. The other courses in Eco­
nomics have a cultural as well as a highly practical value.
A Major of either 24 or of 27 hours may be taken in 
this department. Fewer than 24 hours in this depart­
ment may be combined with hours in other social science 
departments, to constitute a Major of from 24 to 32 
hours.
A Minor of 16 hours may be taken in this department. 
Fewer than 16 hours in this department may be combined 
with hours in other social science departments, to con­
stitute a minor of 16 hours.
For students specializing in Economics, Man and His 
Living is a prerequisite for Business Organization, and 
Business Organization is a prerequisite for the specialized 
courses in Business economics. Business Organization is 
a general course on the relations of men and women to
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business and to business principles and processes, a course 
having to do with human relationships and values as well 
as with things.
Students specializing in other fields than Economics 
may elect Advertising, Business Law, Marketing, Money 
and Banking, or Accounting (any or all five) by offer­
ing Man and His Living (i. e. General Economics), as a 
prerequisite.
Courses in this department are open to Sophomores, 
Juniors, and Seniors.
175. Man and His Living, a general course in Eco­
nomics : Economic ideas; change and progress; the lan­
guage of economics; land, labor, and capital; and their re­
wards—rent, wages, interest, and profits; business or­
ganization; value and price; competition and monopoly; 
money and credit; transportation; foreign trade; public 
utilities; government and our money; goal of economic 
progress. (Given every year.)
Two sections'. 10:00 T., Th., S.; 7:30 M., W. F. 3
176. Business Organization, a general course in 
business economics: Organization, including selection 
training, handling, and pay of workers; office manao^e- 
ment; accounting; credit; finance; purchasing; simpli­
fied practice; advertising and selling (wholesale and re­
tail); risks, policies; forecasting of business conditions; 
executive control and leadership; full consideration of 
the new philosophy of stock ownership, and of a voice in 
management, for workers. Human values and services 
as well as profits are stressed. (Given every year.)
10:00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
177. Advertising: Ideas; the psychology involved; 
methods; forms; plans; topy; national, retail, depart­
ment store, mail order and other kinds of advertising; re­
sults; social values. (Given 1926-27.)
9:00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
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178. Marketing: Analysis; functions; farm prod­
ucts ; other raw materials; manufactures; retail; cooper­
ation; question of middlemen; transportation; finance; 
risks; news ; standardization; prices and competition; 
price maintenance; state regulation; efficiency; cost; 
criticism of modern marketing; simplified practice; edu­
cation of the buyer. The viewpoints of both seller and 
buyer are given consideration. Science in selling and in 
buying means a richer civilization. (Given every year.) 
9:00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
179. Business Law. A course for the future busi­
ness man and woman and as well for the future active cit­
izen—^kinds of law ; legal remedies; contracts ; sales; 
agency; bailments; negotiable instruments; partnership; 
corporations; insurance; personal property; suretyship; 
bankruptcy. (Given 1927-28.)
9:00, r., Th., S. 3 hours
180. Money and Banking. Man’s dependence upon 
money and credit; sound principles of money; bank or­
ganization, principles, and operation-in serving individ­
uals and business; utilization of banks by business; in­
vestment and savings banks; trust companies; banking, 
prices and business cycles; banking systems. (Given 
1926-27.)
7:30, M., W., F. 3 hours
182. Corporation Finance: Problems, principlp, 
and methods of financing corporations both in organiz­
ing and operating; rights, duties, and obligations with ref­
erence to stockholders, bondholders, directors, and offi­
cers; investment evaluations. (Given 1927-28.)
7:30 M.. W.. F. 3 hours
183. Accounting I: The legal, industrial, commer­
cial, and financial principles involved in determining how 
the operations of a business affect the value of its assets 
and the amount of its liabilities, profits, and capital;
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presented through accounting practice beginning with the 
balance sheet and the profit and loss account, and thence 
to the law of debit and credit. (Given every year.)
A knowledge of bookkeeping is not a prerequisite.
2:00, F.; Laboratory 2:00 and 3:00 M., W. ^ ^^urs
184. Accounting II: A further development of Ac­
counting I. Students specializing in Economics and 
electing Accounting I are given credit therefor only 
upon completion of Accounting II. (Given every year.) 
2:00, F.; Laboratory 2:00 and 3:00 Af., W. 3 hours
EDUCATION 
Professor Valentine
A major in Education shall consist of courses in Edu­
cation making a total of twenty-four hours.
185. Educational Psychology. A course dealing 
with the original nature of man; instincts and capacities; 
the laws of learning; habit formation; practice and im­
provement; transfer of training, mental fatigue; individ­
ual differences; the application of scientific methods to 
problems in education.
A course in General Psychology is prerequisite.
10:00, M., W., F.
11:00, M., W., F. 3 hours
186. Principles of Secondary Education. A study 
of the nature and aims of secondary education; formal 
discipline; studies and their functions; the principal de­
mands of the present day upon the secondary school. Spe­
cial consideration will be given to the junior high school 
and to the rural consolidated school. Course 185 is 
prerequisite.
1:00, M., W., F. 3 hours
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187. School Administration and Management. In 
this course consideration will be given to developing prin­
ciples that govern the organization and administration of 
education throughout a state. A study will be made of 
school laws of several states and plans for improving 
present systems will be made in the light of principles de­
veloped in the course. Principles of school management 
will be developed and applications made in class discus­
sions.
9:00, M., W., F.; T., fh., S. 3 hours
188. Child Psychology. A course showing the child 
as related to his instincts and emotions; management of 
the child; adjustment of school tasks and activities to his 
interests and ability. Not offered in 1927.
7:30, M., IV., F. 3 hours
190. Principles of Teaching. A course given to the 
consideration of the problems of teaching in the light of 
social and psychological principles. Course 185 prerequi­
site.
10:00, M., IV., F
11:00, M., IV., F. 3 hours
191-192. Special Methods. Observation and Prac­
tice Teaching. Methods of teaching various high school 
subjects will be considered. This work will be done in 
connection with observation, followed by practice teach­
ing under supervision.
5 hours
193. Measurement in Education. A course showing 
the need, the means, and the general method of measure­
ment in education; sample tests and scales as used by 
teacher, supervisor, and administrator; relation of 
achievement tests to mental tests; teachers’ marks.
11:00, T., Th. 2 hours
194. High School Principalship. A course dealing 
with the principal and his duties; organization of the
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school; the principal as a supervisor; pupil progress; 
school records; the principal and the community.
1:00, M., W., F. 3 hours
196. History of Education. A course intended to 
give an understanding of present educational values and 
practices through an historical consideration of their or­
igin and development. An attempt will be made to corre­
late education with the social and economic conditions of 
the times.
9:00, Af., W., F.; T., Th., S. 3 hours
ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC
Professors Altman, Guitner, Vance, Miss Taylor
A major in English may consist of thirty-two hours 
chosen from Composition and Rhetoric, Public Speaking, 
and English Literature.
A minor in English may consist of sixteen hours chos­
en from these departments.
Sub-Freshman English. A course adapted to the needs 
of those students found deficient in the fundamentals of 
English. No Credit.
217-218. Freshman Composition.
Three sections: 7:30, 10:00, T., Th. S 6 hours
11:00, M.. W.. F.
219. Advanced Composition. A study of the fa­
miliar and expository essay. There will be two sections, 
one at 9:00 open to students receiving a grade of B or 
better in English 217-18, and one at 10:00 open to stu­
dents receiving C or lower in English 217-18.
9:00, M., W., F.; 10:00, M., W., F. 3 hours
220. Advanced Composition. Continuation of Course 
No. 219, but not dependent upon it. Two sections.
9:00. M.. W.. F.; 10:00, M.. W., F. 3 hours
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227. The Short Story. A study of the history and 
technique of the short story, class reports on outside read­
ing, and practice in narration, description, and literary 
criticism.
9:00, T.,Th.,S. 3 hours
228. Short Story Writing. A course in the writing 
of the short story.
9:00, T.j Th., S. 3 hours
231. The Teaching of English. A course intended 
for those preparing to teach English.
1 -.00. T.. F. 2 hours
232. The Theory of Composition and Rhetoric. A 
review of the principles of grammar and composition.
1:00, T., F. 2 hours
ENGLISH LITERATURE 
Professor Sherrick and Miss Taylor
Major: Twenty-six hours in addition to the required 
work in English Composition.
All students pursuing courses leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts shall elect six hours in English Litera­
ture during Junior or Senior year. The enrollment in 
courses in English Literature should be limited to twen­
ty-five. Students majoring in English must elect two 
hours in Advanced Composition.
235. Poetic Forms. The purpose of this course is to
make the student familiar with the structure and various 
forms of English poetry. The old ballad and the lyrical 
forms will receive special attention. Required of Sopho­
mores majoring in English. Open to all college students. 
7:30, T., Th., F., S. 4 hours
236. English Essays. This course introduces the stu­
dent to the best English prose by a general survey of the
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great English essayists of the 19th century. Required of 
Sophomores majoring in English. Open to all students.
7:30, T., Th., F., S. 4 hours
2Z7. The Drama. A study of its theory and of the 
history of its development. Open to Seniors and Juniors. 
Two sections: 9:00, M., W., F.; T., Th., S. ^
238. Shakespeare. The critical study of several plays 
will be followed by the reading of a number of plays illus­
trating the development of Shakespeare’s dramatic art and 
his place in Elizabethan literature. Open to Seniors and 
Juniors.
Two sections: 9:00, M., IV., F.; T., Th., S. ^ hours
239. Nineteenth Century Poetry. With special ref­
erence to Wordsworth, Shelly, Keats and Byron. Open 
to Seniors and Juniors.
10:00, M., W., F. 3 hours
240. Browning and Tennyson. Reading and inter­
pretation of representative poems. Open to Seniors and 
Juniors.
10:00, M., W.,F. Z hours
241. Chaucer. A literary study of selections from the 
Canterbury Tales with some examination of contempo­
raries and some work in the history of the English lan­
guage. Open to all college students.
1:00, M., T., W., F. 4 hours
242. American Poetry. A critical examination of six 
or more of our leading American poets. Prerequisite, 
Freshman English.
1:00, M., T., W., F. 4 hours
243-244. The Novel. A study in the development of 
technique in prose fiction. Open only to Seniors and 
Juniors.
10:00, T., Th.. S. 3 hours
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245. The Puritan Age. Examined with special refer­
ence to Milton in his Epic period. Prerequisite, Freshman 
Endish. Not offered in 1926-27.
O
1:00, M., T., W., F. 4 hours
246. Contemporary Poetry. A study of English and 
American contemporary poets. Open to all college stu­
dents. Not offered in 1926-27.
1:00, M., T., W., F. 4 hours
248. Modern Drama. An examination of the best 
work in Dramatic Literature, Continental and American, 
from Ibsen to the present. Open to Seniors and Juniors.
1:00, M., T., Th., F. 4 hours
FRENCH
Professors Rosselot and Mills
A major in French consists of from twenty-four to 
thirty-two hours of college French.
To be recommended for teaching French a student must 
have taken Courses 265-266,—one of the courses in Lit­
erature and 289-290 and must have graded B in most of 
his work in the Department.
A major in Romance Languages consists of thirty-two 
hours in French and Spanish or French and Italian.
261-262. Grammar and Easy Prose. This course aims 
to give the student a thorough working basis. The funda­
mental principles of French grammar are mastered and 
supplemented with continual practice in dictation and con­
versation. An eclectic method is used and the effort is to 
train the ear and tongue rather than the eye. Dictation 
and conversation are accompanied by composition and a 
thorough written and oral drill on the verb.
Two sections: 7:30, 10:00; M., W., F., S. 8 hours
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263-264. French Translation, Composition, Con­
versation. The purpose of this course is to enable the 
student to translate French with comparative ease. A re­
view of the grammar is a part of the course. Much of the 
translation is done by ear. The practical side of the lan­
guage is constantly kept before the student by means of 
conversational drill. Open to those who have had First 
Year French in College or two years of French in Hieh 
School. ^
Two sections: 9:00, 11:00; 7., Th., F., S. g hours
265-266. Composition and Conversation. In ^his 
course the student is put in practical touch with the 
French language by means of daily assignmpts in com­
position and conversation. ^ The recitation is conducted 
mainly in French. In addition to the work in composi 
tion, some short French comedy is memorized. Open to 
those who have had course 263-264 or its equivalent 
11:00,3/., W.,F. e hours
267. The Classical Drama. A literary study of the 
classical masters, Corneille, Moliere, Racine, and Vol­
taire. The reading in class will be supplemented with 
library work in the history of French Literature and 
Criticism. Open to those who have had course 263-264 
or its equivalent.
11:00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
268. The Romantic Drama. A literary study of 
Beaumarchais, Hugo, Dumas, and Rostand. Library work, 
discussions, and lectures. Open to those who have had 
course No. 263-264 or its equivalent.
11:00, T.j Th., S. 3 hours
269. The Romantic Novel. A study of the develop- * 
ment of the novel from the early Italian and Spanish 
sources to the time of the realistic novel of the 19th cen­
tury. Reading, library work, and lectures. Not offered 
in 1926-27. Open to those who have had course 263-264 
or its equivalent.
11:00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
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^ 270. The Realistic Novel. A course in French fic­
tion of the 19th century, beginning with Balzac. Reading, 
library work, and lectures. Open to those who have had 
course 263-264 or its equivalent. Not offered in 1926-27. 
11 :(X), T., Th., S. 3 hours
271. The Short Story. A study of the develop­
ment of the short story in France, from the early Fabliaux 
through the Realistic and Naturalistic Schools to the 
present time. Open to those who have had course 263- 
264 or its equivalent. Not offered in 1926-27.
10:00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
272. The Modern Drama. A study of the more re­
cent dramatic output of France.—Rostand, Maeterlinck, 
Brieux, Curel, Donnay, and others will be studied. Open 
to those who have had course 263-264 or its equivalent. 
Not offered in 1926-27.
10:00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
28:)-286. Scientific French. A course especially for 
those majoring in the natural sciences. Ample opportun­
ity is offered, by the reading of science texts and maga­
zines, to acquire a vocabulary of science words.
10 :00, T.,Th. A hours
289E. The Teaching OF Language. A study of the 
methods now in use for the teaching of the modern lan­
guages. Textbook study and criticism. Observation and 
practice teaching. Especially for those who are intending 
to teach any of the modern languages. Credit as special 
methods in Education.
10:00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
290. French Civilization. A study of the ideas and 
ideals of France today, and of these ideals as influencing 
the thought of the world. Also a study of her history, 
literature, geography, and social structure. Conducted in 
English. Course is open to all college students who have 
a sufficient background to understand the subject. All 
those who expect to teach French should take this course. 




291. General Geology. The elements of the science 
covering its main subdivisions. The materials of the 
earth, their structural features, the forces operating upon 
them, and the result. The physiographic features and 
their development. Laboratory work deals chiefly with 
rock specimens and maps. Three lectures and two labo­
ratory hours each week. Several field excursions are in­
cluded. Laboratory fee, $1.50.
7:30, M., IV., F. Laboratory, F. or S. 4 hours
292. Historical Geology. The history of the earth 
and its life is traced from the earliest time to the present. 
Typical geological sections are drawn and the general de­
velopment of the physiography of North America is dis­
cussed. Laboratory work deals chiefly with fossils and 
type sections. Laboratory fee, $1.50.
7:30, M., W., F. Laboratory, F. or S. 4 hours
299E. Special Methods. The teaching of geography, 
physiography and general science in the secondary schools 
is studied by means of lectures, library references, and 
laboratory work. Special attention is given to the place 
of laboratory instruction in secondary education, the or­
ganization of course and equipment. One lecture and two 
laboratory hours each week. Given in conjunction with 
Biology 129. Laboratory fee, $1.50.
2 hours
GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Professor Guitner
A major in German shall consist of not less than three 
years of college German, making a total of twenty-four 
hours.
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301. German Grammar. The aim of this course will 
be to give the student as rapidly as possible a mastery of 
the grammatical forms with careful attention to accuracy 
of pronunciation.
10:00, M., W., F., S. 4 hours
302. German Grammar. The study of the grammar 
will be continued and a standard text will be read.
10:00, M., IV„ F., S. 4 hours
303-304. Introduction to the Classics. Selection 
will be made from the works of Schiller and Goethe be­
ginning the course with Schiller’s Wilhelm Tell.
9:00, M., T., W., F. 8 hours
305. The Classic Drama. Plays will be selected from 
the works of Lessing and Goethe. One hour a week will 
be devoted to the history of German literature from the 
earliest times to the year 1748.
11:00, T., IV.. F. 4 hours
306. Modern Drama. Plays will be chosen from the 
works of the dramatists of the 19th century. The history 
of German literature will be continued.
11:00, M., T.. W.. F. 4 hours
307. Goethe. The work of this course will consist of a 
careful study of Faust, both first and second parts. Spe­
cial papers on assigned subjects. Open only to students 
who have completed Courses 305 and 306.
Time and days to be arranged. 3 hours
308. The Novelle. A course in the development of the 
novelle. Selections for reading will be made from several 
German writers of novellen. Special papers on assigned 
subjects.
Time and days to be arranged. 3 hours
309-310. Scientific German. This course is designed 
to enable students to read intelligently German scientific 
literature.
7 :30, T.. Th. 2 hours
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GREEK LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Professor Cornetetss  .
a totSol
rpFFK Words, forms and con- 325^326. Elementa^RY G ^
structions are . gjory of Cyrus wifi be read,
second semeste^ r rA J i' • H ^00, M. T., W., F. 8 hours 
Two sections: 9:00, I-
v,-.o rnFFK During the first semester 327. Second Year G ^^ \„^basis will be read.
of the second year, a part ^
1:00, M.s T., W., Th.
;S“;i i.cSiSn‘o„ /o™. .nC -H.n,.™
4 Aoar^
1:00, M., T., W., Th.
399 Plato, Apology, and Crito, or Oedipus Tvran-
MTTs” The Greek drama. Informal lectures.
^ ^ A hours
1:00, M., T., W.s F.
330. Lysias. Selected speeches by Adams. Greek 
ators and oratory will receive careful study.
^ rrr Z7 ^ hOUTS1:00, M.s T., W.s F.
Courses 329, 330 may be given instead of 
329 may be used instead of 328. These matters are r 
mined by the nature of the class.
31. New Testament. Matthew, Hebrews and James, 
i book of Romans, and other Pauline writings will be
or-
2 ,  
d at the discretion of the professor. At sight, 
he epistles.
►, r., IV., F. 3 hours
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332. Plato's Phaedo and Selections from Septua- 
GiNT. The latter course is important as a basis for a better 
interpretation of New Testament Greek. In this semester 
options not catalogued will be presented from time to 
time. Courses 331, 332, are determined by the personnel 
of the class.
7:30, T., IV., F. 3 hours
HISTORY 
Professor Snavely
A major in history consists of twenty-four hours. • /
345. Ancient History. The course because of the 
shortness of time available will be confined to the study 
of Greek History.
9 :00, Th., S. 2 hours
347. Ancient History. This course will be given over
to the study of the most important epochs of Roman his­
tory. The course will be of special interest to students 
who expect to study law or politics. Not offered in 
1926-27. ^
9:00, Th., S. 2 hours
348. Mediaeval History. This course covers the pe­
riod from about 476 A.D. to 1500 A.D. Special attention 
will be given to the organization and power of the church 
in Western Europe.
9:00, Th., S. 2 hours
349-350. American History. This course begins with 
a brief consideration of the European back^ound of 
American history, and aims to consider the salient points 
in American development.
7:30, T., Th., S. 6 hours
351-352. European History. The work in this course 
will begin with 1500 A.D. and will be brought down to 
date. This will be a textbook course with such library
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work as time and numbers will permit. TherewiH be wo 
sections, one for Juniors and Seniors at 9:00, and one 
open to Freshmen and Sophomores at 11:00.
Two sections: 9:00, M., T., W., F.; 11:00, M., T., W., F. 8 hours
353E. Methods. A short course in Methods of Teach­
ing history designed for those who expect to teach history 
in high school will be offered to meet the State require­
ment for the provisional certificate.
11:00, Th., S. 2 hours
355-356. English History. A course designed to cov-, 
er the most important points in English development from 
Roman occupation to the present time.
2:00, M., W., F. 6 hours
HOME ECONOMICS 
Professor Hoerner
A major in Home Economics leading to the A.B. 
degree may be taken:
(1) With education courses leading to a certificate for 
teaching, or
(2) Without education courses.
It is recommended that courses be taken in the follow­
ing order:
First Year: Regular Freshman work with these ex­
ceptions: (a) Defer modern language to second year; 
(b) Take Home Economics 365-366, Biology 91-92 or 
101-102, and Chemistry 151-152.
Second year: (a) Take Modern Language omitted in 
first year, (b) Take Home Economics 371-372, Biology 
121-122, Chemistry 157-158, Economics 175, Costume 
Design 29c-30c.
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Third and fourth year; (a) Programs for third and 
fourth years should be made out at the beginning of the 
third year in order to take necessary advantage of the 
alternation of courses, (b) The bulk of the major 
(Home Economics) should be taken in the third year and 
electives in other fields deferred to the fourth year.
Students majoring in departments other than Home 
Economics may elect from Home Economics 365-366, 
373-374, 375, 385-386, 388.
365-366. Clothing and Textiles. A general course 
with a study of the fibers used in the manufacture of 
textile fabrics. (Given every year.)
10:00, IV.; Laboratory 1 ;00 to 3 :00 W. 4 hours
371-372. Cookery. A general course ; preparation and 




9 :00, M.; Laboratory 1:00 to 3 :00 M. 4 hours
373-374. Foods and Nutrition. Food preparation and 
serving; fundamental principles of nutrition with special 
reference to a balanced diet. (Given in 1927-28.)
Prerequisites; Chemistry and Biology desirable. Open 
to Juniors and Seniors. Credit for this course will not 
be accepted as counting toward a major in Plome Eco­
nomics.
10:00, T.; Laboratory, 2:00 to 4:00, T. 4 hours
375. Child Care and Home Nursing. Care of the 
infant and preschool child; home care of the sick; pre­
vention of disease; personal hygiene; community hygiene. 
(Given every year.)
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Desirable prerequisite or parallel: Biology 
to all Juniors and Seniors.
9:00, IV. and F. ^
378. Nutrition and Dietetics. Fundamental 
ciples of nutrition; their application to the feeding of tne 
individual from infancy to old age in the light of the 
chemistry and physiology of digestion; the energy value 
of food; the nutritive properties of proteins; fats, carbo­
hydrates, ash constituents and vitamines; typical dietaries 
are planned for families and other groups. (Given every 
year.)
Prerequisites: Home Economics 371-372; Chemistry 
157-158; Biology 121-122; Biology 115.
9:00, W. and F.; Laboratory 1:00 to 3:00 F. ^ hours
381. Clothing. An advanced course; emphasis on 
choice, care and cost; acquiring technique in cutting, 
fitting and draping; application to costume of design as 
studied in Costume Design. (Given in 1926-27.)
Prerequisites: Home Economics 365-366; 29c-30c De­
sign.
10:00, T.; Laboratory 2:00 to 4:00 T. and Th. 3 hours
384. Cookery. More advanced study of food prepara­
tion and serving; historical background of food habits 
and cooking processes; marketing problems; food pres­
ervation; experimental problems. (Given 1926-27.)
Prerequisites: Home Economics 371-372. Desirable 
parallel course: Economics 178.
10:00, T.; Laboratory 2:00 to 4:00 T. and Th. 3 hours
385-386. Home Management. The economics of the 
home; the family income, expenditures and the budget 
system; various budget items in detail; house plans; house 
furnishing; care of the house. (Given in 1927-28.)
Prerequisites: Economics 175.
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Desirable prerequisites: Interior Decoration ; History 
and appreciation of Art. Open to all Juniors and Seniors.
11 ;0O, W. and F. 4 hoitrs
388. The Family. Development of the family; its 
function in society; its interrelationships and organiza­
tion; its responsibilities. (Given in 1926-27.)
Prerequisite or parallel courses: Biology, Economics, 
Psychology, Sociology. Open to all Juniors and Seniors.
Elective for Home Economics majors.
11:00, T. and Th. 2 hours
389E. IMethods. Teaching Home Economics in the 
elementary and secondary schools. (Given every year.) 
Required of Senior Home Economics majors in teacher
training.
■ 11 ‘.OO, T. and Th. ^ 2 hours
ITALIAN 
Professor Rosselot
Italian may count as a major in Romance Languages 
if combined with French.
395. Elementary Italian. A rapid, but thorough, 
study of the grammar accompanied by easy reading. The 
effort will be made to prepare the student to read Dante. 
Hours and days to be arranged.
3 hours
396. Dante. A literary study of Dante’s Inferno will 
be undertaken. As many works of reference and criticism 
will be consulted as is possible. Grandgent’s edition will 





A major in Latin shall consist of three years of college 
Latin, making a total of not less than twenty-foi^ hours.
405. Roman Comedy. Plays of Plautus and lerence.
11:00, T., W., Th., F.
406. Tragedies of Seneca.
11:00, T., W., Th., F.
4 hours
4 hours
407-408. Horace : Odes, Erodes, Satires, Epistles, 
Selections.
10:00, M., r., W., Th. ^
409. Special Studies in Latin Grammar. Rapid 
reading of several authors in prose and poetry. Latin 
writinof. Latin conversation.
9:00, M., T., W., Th. 4 hours
410. Latin Writing and Conversation. Topography 
of Rome. Roman archaeology. Courses 409E and 410E 
especially designed for those who intend to teach Latin. 
Open to all who have had Freshman or more advanced 
Latin.
9:00, M., T., W., Th. 4 hours
411-412. Beginning Latin. Course for those who 
present no Latin for college entrance. In this course spe­
cial attention will be given to the relation of the Latin to 
the English language, and our general inheritances from 
the Roman people.
7:30, T., W., Th., F. 8 hours
413-414. Second Year College Latin. Course tor 
college students who have had not more than two or 
three years of high school Latin.
1:00, M., T., W., Th. 8 hours
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415-416. Cicero. Orations, Letters, De Senectute.
2 ;00, M., r., IF., Th. 8
417-418. Vergil: Aeneid, Eclogues, Georgics.
3 :00, r., JV., Th., F. 8 hours
MATHEMATICS
Professor Glover and Mr. Menke
A major in mathematics shall consist of twenty-four 
hours which must include Course 441-42, and forty-eight 
ooints. This major should be accompanied by at least 
two years in some mathematical science and a reading 
knowledge of at least one modern language.
425. Trigonometry. Prerequisite, elementary algebra 
and plane geometry. Open to Freshmen and Sophomores 
only-
Three sections: 9:00, T. Th., S.; 10:00, T. Th., S.; 11:00, T. 
Th., S. 3 hours
426. Algebra. Prerequisite, Course 425. Open to 
Freshmen and Sophomores only.
Three sections: 9:00, T. Th., S.; 10:00, T. Th., S.; 11:00, T. 
Th., S. 3 hours
429-430. Unified Mathematics. During the opening 
week of the first semester those who are properly pre­
pared will be promoted from the three sections of Course 
425 into this course.
9:00, T., Th., S, 6 hours
433. Mathematics of Finance. Prerequisite, 
Courses 425-26 or 429-30. Topics: Interest and Dis­
count, Annuities, Depreciation, Bonds, Building and Loan 
Associations, Life Insurance.
7:30, T., Th., S. 3 hours
434. Statistical Analysis. Prerequisite, Courses 
425-26 or 429-30. Training in interpretation and critical
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examination of statistics. Problems drawn mainly from 
educational and economic fields.
7:30,T.,Th.,S. Sharers
435. Analytic Geometry. Prerequisite, Courses 
425-426, or 429-430.
10 :00, M., IV., R s hours
436. Algebra. The following topics will be studied: 
Theory of Equations, Determinants and Series, Prerequi­
site, Courses 426 or 429-430.
10 :00, M., IV., F. 3 hours
^ 437-438. Advanced Euclian Geometry. Prerequi­
site, Courses 425 and 426. Recommended to teachers. 
2:00, M., IV., F. 6 hours
441-42. Calculus. Prerequisite, Courses 429-430 or 
435-436.
9:00, M., W., F. ^
447-E. Methods.
Prerequisite, Courses 441-42.
7:30, T. Th.. S. 3 hours
448. Fundamental Concepts.
Prerequisite, Courses 441-42.
7:30, T. Th., S. ^ hours
451. Definite Integrals. Prerequisite, Course 441- 
42. Not offered in 1926-27.
3 hours
452. Differential Equations. Prerequisite, Course
441-42. Not offered in 1926-27.
___ ' 3 hours
MATHEMATICS (APPLIED)
Professor McCloy
471-472. Surveying. Training in the adjustment, use, 
and care of the different instruments, field practice, keep-
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ing of notes, plotting, and computation. One recitation a 
week. One period of two hours field work. Prerequisite, 
Trigonometry.
1 ;00 to 4 *.00, F. 4 hours
475-476. Mechanical Drawing. The elementary prin­
ciples of orthographic projection. French’s Engineering 
Drawing is followed for four to six hours a week.
1:00 to 4:00, M. Other hours to be arranged. 4-6 hours
MYTHOLOGY 
Professor Guitner
501. Mythology. The work of this course will in­
clude a study of the classic myths of northern as well as 
southern Europe, with special reference to the use that 
has been made of them in literature and art.
1 ;00, M., T., W., F. 4 hours
PHILOSOPHY 
Professor Sanders
A major in Philosophy shall consist of the following 
courses: History of Philosophy, Logic, Ethics, Theism, 
Psychology, Philosophy of Education, Analogy of Re­
ligion, Philosophy of School Management, and Psycho­
logic Foundations of Education, making a total of not 
less than twenty-four hours.
Philosophy, the science of Science, exploring, as it 
does, the universe of matter and mind and finding the 
root-principle and cause of all things, the origin and des­
tiny of all, become fittingly the crown of any course of 
study and instruction.
505E. Psychologic Foundations of Education. In 
this course an effort will be made to get a clear and com­
prehensive view of the psychic powers, the genesis of the 
Eigher from the lower, the subjective co-efficient of all
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human activities, furnishing the field of educational psy­
chology; the three great stages of thought, and the three 
corresponding world-views. Elective for advanced stu­
dents in all groups. This course will alternate with 
Philosophy of Education. Given in 1926-27.
7-.30. T..Th..F..S. 4
507E. The Philosophy of Education. Here is set 
forth Educational Psychology, the real nature of educa­
tion in general; its three special elements—orthobiotics 
didactics and pragmatics. The pragmatics is the educa­
tion of the will, religious education and culminates in the 
view of the logical necessity of self-activity and personal­
ity in the first principle of the universe, and offers to the 
will a revelation of the divine purpose in creation as the 
ultimate guide for all practical action. Not given in 
1926-27.
7:30.T..Th..F..S. 4 hours
509E. The Ppiilosophy of School Management 
Here we find the school to be a beautiful unity—an or­
ganic, spiritual unity—that the teacher and pupil are the 
essentials in a school, and that whatever tends to secure 
their unity and equality is a right act, and whatever tends 
away from these is a wrong act. Elective in all groups 
7 -20.T.,Th. 2 hours
511. Analogy of Religion and Natural Law in the 
Spiritual World. In this study the aim is to show the 
analogy of religion to the constitution and courses of na­
ture; that there is natural law in the spiritual world and 
spiritual law in the natural world; that all systems unite 
in one universal system. Elective in all groups.
2:00, M., W.s F. 3 hours
512. Ethics. Pains will be taken by careful study of 
the text, discussions and lectures, to ground the student 
in the principles of this science. The nature of conscience, 
the ground of right, and the grandeur of the moral law' 
will receive special consideration.
7:30, T., Th., S. 3 hours
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514. Grounds of Theistic and Christian Beliefs. 
This is a work in Theistic and Christian Evidences. There 
is constant endeavor to justify in the student the con­
viction that the argument for the existence and nature of 
God and for Christianity is one of impregnable strength. 
Elective for Seniors in all groups.
11:00, M., W.. F. 3 hours
515. Logic. Here are set forth the laws of thought, 
the structural frame-work of the thinking reason— 
the universal mental formula in harmony with object we 
reality. The aim will be to make the subject as practical 
as possible, special attention being given to the syllogism 
and to fallacies in reasoning. Some time also may be 
given to the Logic of Science or Inductive Logic.
9*00, T., Th., S. 3 hours
516. Psychology. In this subject we will make a sur­
vey of the facts and phenomena of consciousness; will 
p-ive the genesis of higher from lower activities; the laws 
and principles underlying mental life; the relations of the 
body and mind, and the knowledge necessary for the in- 
teiligent control of mental life. In addition there will be 
supplementary lectures and discussions on psychic phe- 
tiornena and current psychological problems.
Three sections:
9 :00, T., Th., S.; 10:00, M., W., F., 2:00, M., W., F.
517-518. Ancient, ^Mediaeval and Modern Philos­
ophy. As complete a survey is made of the subject as the 
time will allow, giving the student as clear and compre­
hensive a view as possible of the origin and progress of 
philosophic inquiry. In connection with this, the problems 
of philosophy and psychology as such will have due con­
sideration, making this also a course in philosophy. Elec­
tive in all groups.




* Professors Martin and Ditmer
Physical Education is required of all Freshmen and 
Sophomores. Two hours each week are to be in gymnas­
ium and field work and one hour in theory. Credit for 
physical education is one hour a semester.
531-532. Freshman. The theory work consists of per­
sonal hygiene. The gymnasium and field work consists of 
calisthenics, marching, and gymnastic and field games
533-534. Sophomore. Football, basket ball, baseball 
and track rules are the basis of the theory work. The 
floor and field work is a continuation of the work given 
in the Freshman year with the addition of apparatus and 
other advanced work.
535-536. Advanced Theory. A course of one hour a 
week devoted to physical education methods.
538. Football Coaching. A course of one hour a 
week during the second semester. Open to Seniors only.




551-552. General Physics. Three recitations a week 
and two hours laboratory work.* Mechanics, Sound, and 
Heat are taken in the first semester; Electricity, Magnet­
ism, and Light in the second. Prerequisite, Trigonometry 
High School Physics.
11:00, M.. W.,F. 8 hours
553-554. General Physics. To cover the same field 
as 551-552. A course for those who have not had High 
School Physics. A knowledge of the elements of Trig­
onometry is necessary.
8 hours
*ln order to satisfy pre-medical requirements the laboratory work may 
be increased to four hours a week.
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555. Electricity. Electrical measurements will form 
^lie basis of this work, dealing with the measurement of 
fundamental quantities as resistance, current, E.M.F., ca­
pacity, inductance, and hysteresis. The theory and use of 
-measuring instruments will be taken up fully. Two recita­
tions and two hours laboratory work through the first se­
mester. Prerequisite, Physics 551-552 or 553-554. Cal­
culus should precede this course.
7:30, T., Th. 3 hours
556. Light. This course is intended for students who 
wish to obtain a comprehensive knowledge of geometrical 
and physical optics. The laws of reflection, refraction, and 
diffraction, polarization, the wave theory of light, the 
spectrurn, are some of the subjects studied. Two recita­
tions and two laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite, 
Physics 551-552, or 553-554.
7 ;30, T., Th. ^ hours
Mechanics. An advanced course 
which IS intended to supplement the mechanics as offered 
General Physics. Prerequisite, General Physics and 
ihree recitations a week.
Hour to be arranged 3 hours
558. Advanced Heat. A course intended to supple­
ment the work offered in General Physics. Prerequisite, 
General Physics and Calculus. Three recitations a week. 
Hour to he arranged 3 hours
' Courses 557 and 558 will not be offered in 1926-27. 
It is intended that these courses shall alternate with 
Courses 555 and 556.
Laboratory Fees. For each of these laboratory courses 
a fee of $2.00 is charged per semester, payable in advance.




563E. Metpiods in Physics. The same as Education 
191 with special emphasis on Physics.
Hour to be arranged 2 hours
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Professor Phelan
American Government is indispensable to all student 
Comparative Government and International Law are o^f 
special value to students interested in law, missions th 
ministry, journalism, world trade, or world cooperatio^ 
of any kind. All courses in Political Science count t ” 
ward either a major or a minor in Social Science a 
are open to all Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. ’
571. American Government. National, state, and 1 
cal; structure, principles, operation, results; with co°' 
sideration of the nature and influence of political part' ^ 
(Given every year.)
1:00, M., W., F. ^ hours
572. Comparative Government. A comparative studv 
of the various governments of the world with reference 
to character, principles, operation, and results rGivpr. 
1927-28.) ■ ^
574. International Law. The science and art of the 
law governing intercourse and relations between nations, 
with special reference to the United States, and to the 
new endeavor to achieve a better world economy through 
law, justice, and international friendship. (Given in 
1926-27.)






1 ;00, M., IV.. F. 3 hours
PUBLIC SPEAKING
Professor McCarty
A major in Public Speaking consists of thirty- 
hours in Public Speaking, Rhetoric, and English 
ture. Required courses in Public Speaking are » 
583, 585 and 586. Minor, sixteen hours.
Public Speaking 581-2 is a prerequisite to all courses. 
Junior and Senior play are without credit.
581-2. Elements of Public Speaking. First semes­
ter, platform behavior, gesture, voice training: secon 
semester, practical speaking. Classes limited to 
four. See instructor before registering. Open to Fres 
men.
Three sections. Classes limited to 24. ■
7:30, T., Th.; 9:00, T, Th.; 11:00, T, Th, 4 hours
583. Interpretative Reading. Each selection is ana­
lyzed, memorized and delivered before the class. The class 
is limited to twelve. See instructor before registering. 
Prerequisite, 581-2.
11:00, M., W., F. ^
584. Advanced Interpretation. This is a continu­
ation of 583. Prerequisite 583.
11:00, M., W., F. ^
585. Argumentation and Debate. The theory of de­
bate is mastered. Frequent debates are held. Prerequi­
site, 581-2.
10:00, Th., S. . 2 hours
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586. Rhetoric of Oratory. A study of the theory, 
the writing, and the delivery of an oration. Students are 
not eligible to tryout for college orator unless they have 
taken or are taking this course. Prerequisite, 581-2.
10.00, T.j Th. 2 hours
589-590. Debate Seminar. The application of debate 
theory to the debate questions of the year. Open only to 
the debate squad. ^
2:00, M., W. 4 hours
591-2. Oratory Seminar. A continuation of rnnr^p 
582. Open only to the college orator.
Hours to be arranged. 1 3 hours
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
Professor Hursh
A major in Religious Education shall consist of the fol­
lowing courses: Religious Education, Bible, Psycholo^ 
and courses in Education making a total of twenty-four 
hours.
601. Principles of Religious Education. A study 
will be made of the methods and principles stressed 
through the various periods of the Christian era with spe­
cial emphasis upon the principles underlying the modern 
program of religious education.
7:30, 7., TK S. 3
602. Administration and Organization of Relig­
ious Education. Assuming religion as a way of life in 
the home, the church, the community, the nation and the 
world, all that is implied in the educational process and 
the organization necessary to attain this end will be cov­
ered in this course.
7:30, T., Th., S. 3 hours
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603. Psychology of Religious Development. Scope: 
The child, the adolescent, the adult; involving the nature 
of religious experience, the function of religion in the de­
velopment of personality; the psychology of ceremonials, 
religious control, etc.
7 :30, M., W. F. 3 hours
604. Principles of Christian Living. A study of 
the Christian Religion in modern life, and how through 
the church it may become an integrating dynamic in all 
human relationships.
7:30, M., W., F. 3 hours
605. Education FOR World Service. Scope: Educa­
ting the church for its world program; developing mis­
sionary attitudes; the missionary in the modern world.
9 ;00, M., W., F. 3 hours
606. Modern Mission Fields. A survey by fields of 
the non-Christian world; the growth of the Christian 
movement from the beginning, and the present problems 
that confront the administration of the missionary enter­
prise.
9 :00, M., W., F. 3 hours
SOCIOLOGY 
Professor Hursh
Courses required for a major in the social science group 
are named under Economics.
631. General Sociology. An introduction to the study 
of society. The aim of this course will be to acquaint the 
student with the principles underlying social facts and 
forces and the art of living in the great society of which 
he is a part. Prerequisite: A course in general or educa­
tional psychology, or one or more courses in economics 
and political science.
10 :00. M.. W.. F. 3 hours
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC
A valuable adjunct department of Otterbein College is 
^pe School of Music, established as early as 1853, and al­
ways standing for thoroughness in every respect.
The School of Music is located in the Lambert Fine 
Arts Building, which is devoted to music and art. Num­
erous practice rooms, equipped with pianos, which are 
Rented to students at a nominal rate, furnish a means for 
systematic practice. There is a recital hall which seats 
^bout three hundred persons. In this hall are held the 
regular monthly recitals, which have been found to be of 
inestimable benefit to the pupil who wants to be at ease 
in public performance. No pains have been spared to 
make this building a perfectly equipped home for a school 
of music.
The aim of the School of Music is to instill in the 
student a liking for good music, a desire to do earnest, 
concentrated, and systematic work, and thus form a solid 
foundation for artistic musicianship.
METHOD
The most thorough pedagogical methods are used. Be­
lieving that all pupils do not develop by the same 
method, but must be studied for their individual needs, 
the instructors adopt the best principles from the differ­
ent methods and use them as they deem advisable. The 
success of this plan is proven by the results that have 
been accomplished, and is demonstrated in the pupils’ 
recitals, which are given frequently during the year.
GENERAL INFORMATION
All students taking full work pay an athletic fee of sev­
en dollars and fifty cents. Music students taking less
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than half work are not required to pay this fee. Out-of- 
town pupils and pupils in the public school grades are 
also exempt from the fee. The regular matriculation fee 
of one dollar is, however, required of all pupils.
Tuition is payable in advance for each semester.
Reduction is not made for lessons missed, except on 
account of long illness, and then the college shares the 
loss with the pupil.
Lessons falling on holidays are not made up.
Students should enter at the opening of the year for the 
Theoretical studies, as classes in beginning Theory are 
not started during the second semester.
Pupils will be admitted at any time during the year for 
private lessons, but not for less than the unexpired part of 
the semester, except by special permission from the 
Director.
Students taking full work in music may take one or 
two studies in the regular college classes at college rates. 
The need of a good general education for musicians is 
recognized, and all students are advised to take advantage 
of this plan.
SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION
It is the aim in the courses of study to give a syste­
matic training, which will prepare the candidate for suc­
cessful teaching, and at the same time give him a thorough 
preparation for public performance.
The system of instruction is largely individual. Pu­
pils are studied for their peculiar needs and taught ac­
cordingly. Here the mature judgment and different 
methods mastered by each instructor are given full 
expression.
Theoretical work, such as Harmony, Counterpoint, His­
tory of Music, etc., is taught in classes.
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LIBERAL ARTS CREDIT
studies pursued in the School of Music may be used as 
ctives in the Liberal Arts Courses. A total of sixteen 
^^%ester hours may be counted, provided eight are done 
the Theoretical courses of the School of Music. For 
^^^duation from any department of the School of Music, 
? e student must hold a diploma from a first-class high 
g^hool, or its equivalent.
ORGANIZATION
Music may be studied both from the professional and 
Itural standpoint. Courses are offered leading to a Cer- 
^Ticate in Public School i\lusic Supervising, the Diploma 
f the School of Music, the Degree of Bachelor of Music, 
^he Liberal Arts Course with Music as Major leads to the 
bachelor of Arts Degree.
major in MUSIC—twenty-FOUR HOURS 
Sixteen hours of Applied Music.
Right hours of Theoretical Music.
Kot more than thirty-two nor less than twenty-four 
semester hours shall be permitted in Music for a major. 
Any music over the minimum of twenty-four hours shall 
divided equally between Applied and Theoretical 
M^isic.
A requirement of four hours of Piano shall be required 
of all students who major in Voice or Violin. For out­
line of course with major in music, see page 102.
MINOR IN MUSIC—TWELVE HOURS 
Eight hours of Applied Music.
Four hours of Theoretical Music.
AH music credited as Major or Minor toward the A.B. 
degree shall be of Freshman grade or above, as outlined 
elsewhere in the catalog.
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PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT
Beginners in music have always been taken as students 
in the School of Music. This department is designed to 
prepare pupils from the very first grades up to the reg­
ular graduating courses of the school. Pupils who have 
been prepared in this department are not required to 
pass an examination to enter Freshman in any course of 
the School, but are advanced as the teacher sees fit. They 
will have had, however, the equivalent of the entrance 
examination (see Courses of Study requirements.) Pu­
pils may enter this department under any teacher except 
the Director. There is a special rate for pupils who enter 
this department from the Public Schools. For rate 
which includes the matriculation fee, see pages 109 and 
110.
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Students not wishing to enter any of the courses lead­
ing to a diploma are entered as Special Students and are 
not required to follow the .prescribed courses, but are 
given systematic work in whatever musical study they 
take up.
LECTURES ON ACOUSTICS
Professor Jas. H. McCIoy of the College Faculty, gives 
a series of lectures to students on the Science of Acous­
tics. Professor McCloy has charge of the Department 
of Physics and no music student should miss these lec­
tures. This course is required for both the diploma and 
degree courses. The dates for each lecture will be posted 
on the bulletin board.
• THEORY, HARMONY AND COUNTERPOINT
Otterbein offers an unusually well arranged and thor­
ough course in Theory. From the very beginning in 
Ear Training, Sight Singing and the Elements of Har-
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^ony up to the highest forms of Harmony, Counterpoint, 
Musical Form and Composition, the student is taught 
those principles which make for the development of his 
perception of true musical realization. The course of 
Harmony proper, runs one year, and must be completed 
^s one of the requirements for the Diploma Course. 
Counterpoint may be carried the year following the com­
pletion of the course in Harmony. Two years’ work is 
required for the Degree of Bachelor of Music.
Work in Elementary Theory is free in classes to all 
students.
History of Music is a requirement in each course of 
study.
With the constantly growing number of organs which 
are being placed in churches as well as many other public 
places, comes the insistent demand for trained players 
who have more than a passing acquaintance with the 
“King of Instruments” and its possibilities.
It is our purpose to help fill this demand, and with this 
in mind the course of study in organ is offered.
Prospective organ students must first complete the 
equivalent of one year and a half of regular work in the 
course of study for piano. (See pages 97 and 98.)
Students of organ have access to two first-class organs * 
of standard make, having the latest accessories of organ 
building, which are not found on the old style of tracker- 
action organs. The action of the modern organ is as light 
as the lightest piano action, which makes organ playing a 
constant pleasure instead of the exhaustive labor of the 
past.
Otterbein now offers as good facilities for organ study 
as can be secured anywhere.
(See price for instruction and practice under “Tuition” 
on pages 109 and 110.
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PIANOFORTE
The course of study with piano as the major, outlines a 
period of four years with the Diploma of the School of 
Music on completion.
To secure the Degree of Bachelor of Music the candi­
date must complete one year’s work in his major study 
in addition to the above-mentioned course. For other re­
quirements for both courses, see the outline of courses of 
study for Pianoforte on pages 97 and 98. The Degree of 
Bachelor of Music carries with it as one of its require­
ments the completion of a first class high school curricu­
lum, besides an additional six units of college work, mak­
ing a total of twenty-one units of literary work required 
for this degree.
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
All students of Pianoforte wishing to enter the course 
leading to graduation shall be required to pass an in­
formal examination for admission to the course. Stu­
dents wishing advanced standing must likewise pass an 
examination admitting them to the desired standing.
The examination for Freshman standing shall show sat­
isfactory knowledge in elementary training, fundamental 
technic, rhythmic sense, scales and arpeggios; the candi­
date must be prepared to play any one of a self-selected 
list of three studies or pieces, which shall include one easy 
sonatine from Kuhlau or Clementi, one of the easier 
Czerny or Bach studies, and one classic or modern 
selection of comparative grade. The latter should be 
memorized.
SCOPE OF COURSES OF STUDY FOR PIANO
The following courses are designed for the average pu­
pil, and are simply models to give a general idea of the 
work required by the School in a course covering four or 
five years’ work leading to the graduate or post-graduate 
diplomas. Different pupils need different studies and in-
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Jividual training, hence no hard and fast outline of studies 
^an be adhered to. However, the equivalent of the courses 
prescribed must be met to the satisfaction of the teacher 
pefore the pupil will be recommended for graduation. 
dThe time in years, as laid down in the courses is not a 
pard and fast schedule, for there are some talented pupils 
who can take several years’ work in one, and on the other 
hand there are pupils who can scarcely get out one year’s 
work satisfactorily in the allotted time.
PIANO
FRESHMAN YEAR
^ ^ Two lessons per Theory and Ear-training.




Czerny op. 299—Books I, II 
and III.
Bach—Two part Inventions. 
Haydn Sonatas, Selected.
Heller, Studies of Expression, 
Selected.
Mozart Sonatas—(Easy). 
Pieces of like grade—mem­
orized.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Piano Two lessons per Theory and Elements of Har- 
week. ^ mony.
Solfeggio. Duet and trio playing.
COURSE
Tauzig Daily Studies.
Czerny op. 299—Finished. 
Czerny op. 834—Book I.
Bach—Three part Inventions. 
Mozart Sonatas—(Difficult).
Mendelssohn — Songs without 
words
Beethoven Sonatas—(Easy). 
Pieces of like grade—memor­
ized.













Czerny—op. 834, Book II.




Pieces of like grade—memor­
ized.
SENIOR YEAR
Piano — Two lessons per ^History of Music.






Repertoire work from Classic 




Bach—Well Tempered ,Clav- 
icord—Book II.
Beethoven Sonatas — (Diffi­
cult). Book II.
POST GRADUATE FOR DEGREE OF 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Piano — Two lessons per the School—One lesson per 
week. week.
Voice—Violin, Organ, or any Counterpoint—Two years, 
other instrument taught in
COURSE






Solo works from Weber, 
Chopin, Schumann, Schu­
bert, Rubinstein, G r e i g, 
Brahms, etc.
Repertoire work in the most 
difficult compositions of 
Classic and Modern writ­
ers Concertos with Piano 
or orchestral accompani­
ment.
♦May be taken in either Senior or Junior year.
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VOICE—THE ART OF SINGING 
It is almost impossible to give a definite outline of the course of 
study foUowed in the art of singing. There may be much that 
is essential for one student which is not at all necessary for an­
other. Our plan is to adapt instruction to the personal need of 
each pupil, hence the following outline is necessarily only tenta­
tive.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Voice — Two lessons per Theory and Ear Training, 
week. Piano.
COURSE
^ P^^cing and pure tone through correct use of the breath. 
The Italian vowels, and technical exercises by dictation. Studies 
Vaccai, Sieber, Abt, Panofka. Easy songs by 
English and American composers.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Voice — Two lessons per 
week.
Solfeggio.




Development of Tone, Voice Extension, Breath Control. Exer­
ases for the mixing and equalization of registers. Studies from 
Concone, Nava, Bordogni, Sieber. English and Italian songs. 
German Lieder.
JUNIOR YEAR
Voice—Two lessons per week. History of Music. 
Harmony
COURSE
^ Study of Tone Color. Particular attention to rhythm, enuncia­
tion and phrasing. More difficult exercises in vocal technic from 
Panofka, Marchesi and Masterpieces of Vocalization. English 
Oratorios and Church Solos.
SENIOR YEAR
Voice—Two lessons per week. Counterpoint, one year. 
^History of Music.




Methods of Tone Placing and Breathing. Continuation of tech­
nical and interpretation development. Arias and cavatinas 
French, Italian and German operas. More difficult songs from 
the classic writers, Brahms, Schubert, Beethoven, etc.
POST GRADUATE FOR DEGREE OF 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Voice—Two lessons per week. the School—One lesson per 
Piano, Violin, Organ, or any week, 
other instrument taught in Counterpoint, two years.
COURSE
Study is largely repertoire, solo and ensemble. Operas of the 
various schools. The most difficult songs and arias.
VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
The course in Violin includes works selected from the 
following, although works of equal importance may be 
added or substituted for those here given.
The amount of work required before entering Fresh­
man year is as follows:
Fundamental technical exercises, including scales 
through two octaves, studies from violin methods of L. 
Schubert, Kohman, deBeriot, Dancla, Hofman, op. 25, 
Books I and II, Kayser op. 20, Book I.
FRESHMAN YEAR




Technic, studies from Kayser op. 20, Book II, Hofman op. 25 
Book III, Sevcik op. 7, Sitt. op. 32 Book III, Dont op. 38 Easy 
pieces.
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SOPHOMORE YEAR




Left hand technic through three octavos in scales, arpeggios 
double stops, Sevcik, op. 1 part I, Hof man, op. 51 Book III, Kay- 
ser op. 20 Book III, Dont op. 37, Hermann double stopping Book 
I Sevcik op. 8, Kreutzer Etudes first half, solos and duets of cor­
responding difficulty.
JUNIOR YEAR
Violin—Twice a week. Trio or Quartette.
Harmony. Orchestra.
COURSE
Sevcik violin Technic op. 1 part HI. Kreutzer etudes, Fiorillo 
36 etudes, Maras op. 36 Books II and III, Dancla op. 73 Rode 
24 caprices, sonatas, compositions of like grade.
SENIOR YEAR
Violin—Twice a week. Orchestra.
History of Music. Counterpoint, one year.
Sevcik violin technic op. 1 part IV with review of parts I, II 
and III, Rovelli 12 caprices, Gavinies 24 studies, Dont op. 35, 
Beethoven sonatas, repertoire.
POST GRADUATE FOR DEGREE OF BACHELOR 
OF MUSIC
Review and thorough training of technic necessary for classical 
and modern literature for violin. The student must be well 
advanced in ensemble and solo work.
Counterpoint, two years.
COURSE
Wieniawski op. 10 and op. 18, Vieutemps op. 16, Paganini, 24 
caprices, Bach 6 sonatas for violin alone, concertos, repertoire.
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OUTLINE OF COURSE IN LIBERAL ARTS 




English 217 ...............  3
French 261 or German or
Spanish ............................. 4
Science—Choice
Biology or Chemistry ...... 4




English 218 ........................  3
French 262, or German or
Spanish ............................ 4
Science—Choice
Biology or Chemistry —. 4
Physical Education ............ 1




Bible 61 ...............................  3
History—Choice ................. 4
Literature—Choice .............. 4
Physical Education ............ 1
Music ................................... 4
Second Semester
Bible 62 ............................. 3
History ............................. 4
Literature ............................ 4





Greek, Latin or Mathematics 4
Philosophy or Education 4




^ . HrsGreek, Latin or Mathematics 4
Philosophy or Education......  4











Music ...................................  4
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PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC TRAINING COURSE
This course is designed for students who wish to fit 
themselves for the teaching and supervision of music in 
the public and private schools of United States from the 
Kindergarten through the High School, following as near­
ly as possible the standardized courses as recommended 
and adopted by the National Music Supervisors Associa­
tion.
The requirements for admission are the same as the 
entrance requirements to Otterbein College, and in addi­
tion the applicant should have a fair degree of natural 
musical ability, a pleasing voice and a good ear.
Students taking this course will be required to belong 
to an Otterbein Musical Organization (Choir, Glee Club, 
Oratorio Society, Orchestra), for at least two years and 
should be able to appear creditably in student recital 
(piano. Voice, Orchestral Instruments.)
The status of school music teaching has undergone a 
great change during the last fifteen years. No longer are 
educators satisfied with music teachers who have not been 
trained for school work. In order to win the respect and 
recognition of the educational world and thus secure 
responsible positions, our students in this course must re­
ceive the finest training possible both from a musical 
and from a professional standpoint.
Realizing the extreme importance of more thorough 
preparation along this line, this course will cover three 
years of musical and professional training instead of two, 
and upon completion of the course a Certificate from the 
School of Music and a Provisional Certificate from the 




English Composition (217) 3’ 
School Administration (187) 3
Piano ................................... 2
Voice ............................. 2
Theory and Ear Training1 
Sight Singing and Ear
Training ........................ 2
School Music—166, 101 ” 3




English Composition (218) 3
General Psychology ............ ^
Piano ...................................  f
Voice ........................    f
Theory and Ear Training - 1 
Sight Singing and Ear
Training ..........................  f
School Music—102, 103 ----- ^




Elements of Public Speak­
ing (581) .......................  2
Educational Psychology ..... 3
Harmony, Elementary ......  2
Piano ................................... 2
Voice or Orchestral Instru­
ments ...............................  2
School Music 104 ...............  3
Observation ........................  1
Appreciation ........................ 1
Physical Education .............  1
Total ................................17
Second Setttester Hrs.
Elements of Public Speak-
ing (582) .......................... 2
Principles of Teaching 190.. 3
Harmony, Advanced ..—...... 2
Piano ...................................  2
Voice or Orchestral Instru­
ments ................................ 2
School Music 105 ...............  ^
Observation ........................  1
Appreciation ....................... 1





College Elective...................  3
Orchestral Instrument or
Music Elective ...............  2
History of Music ............ 2
Counterpoint ........................  2
School Music 106 ...............  3




History of Education 196.... 3
College Elective...................  3
Orchestral Instrument or
Music Elective ...............  2
History of Music ................ 2
Counterpoint ....................... 2
School Music 107, 108 ....... 3
Practice Teaching .............. 1
Total ..................................16
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Note—Following is a brief description of the School of Music 
work as it is outlined in the preceding course:
School Music 761A—A study of Notation and Terminology 
which will help to form correct habits of 
notation and clarify thoughts and speech 
in defining and explaining musical terms.
School Music 761 B—A study of the voice of the child and ap­
plication of principles involved in gaining 
a repertoire of children’s songs.
School Music 762A—Essentials in Conducting described else­
where in catalog.
School Music 762B—A practical study of band and orchestral 
instruments which will enable the student 
to handle this phase of school music with 
intelligence and the necessary assurance.
School Music 763 —General Survey and establishment of aims 
and ideals pertaining to all grades. Prob­
lems of 1st, 2nd, 3rd grades. These prob­
lems include song singing, listening les­
sons, monotones, observation work, ear 
training, beginning sight-reading and a 
study of materials—with numerous other 
problems.
—Problems 4th, 5th, 6th grades. Continu­
ation of work of previous grades with 
more advanced work in song singing, lis­
tening lessons, sight reading, ear training, 
theory, etc. Also study of Materials.
—Problems of Junior High—7th, 8th, 9th 
grades. First a study of boys and girls of 
these grades and how to keep them inter­
ested in music. Then the specific prob­
lems of chorus work, care of the chang­
ing voice, Appreciation, Theory and Be­
ginning Harmony, Glee Clubs, Orchestra 
and a study of Materials.
School Music 766A—Problems of Senior High—10th, 11th, 
12th grades. Advanced work on problems 





School Music 766B—The ideal Supervisor, his relation to the 
officers of the school, to the teachers, the 
pupils and the community at large, is the 
final topic for study in preparing the stu­
dent to take up his work as School Music 
Supervisor or Teacher.
ESSENTIALS IN CONDUCTING
This course is intended primarily for those majoring in 
Public School Music, but any music student who expects 
to direct musical organizations would find it to be of un­
usual value and may be admitted to the class.
To establish right ideas as to correct and dignified use 
of the baton and to give help and suggestions concerning 
the management and control of musical organizations are 
the aims of this course. Following is the plan of pro­cedure: & F F
1. To establish a firm, steady beat and a quick and 
clear conception of the relation of the rhythmic 
figures to the regular pulsation.
II. To develop ability to secure concerted attention, 
good attack and release, and intelligent and enthus­
iastic response.
III. To instill and encourage ideas of correct and artistic 
interpretation through study of musical literature 
and performances.
IV. To study the art and science of handling musical 
organizations.
SIGHT SINGING AND EAR TRAINING
This is a valuable course for any student of instrumen­
tal or vocal music from the standpoint of both musician- 
ship and mental discipline.
The aim is not only to gain accuracy and fluency in 
sight-reading, but to establish correct ideas of beautjr
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and accuracy of intonation, to train the ear and mind to 
think and recognize tonal progressions, both melodically 
and harmonically, and to improve the tonal memory. This 
is accomplished through tonal dictation.
The work is carefully arranged, beginning with scales, 
easy rhythms and intervals in both major and minor keys 
and progressing systematically to the more difficult prob­
lems through unison and part singing correlated with 
tonal dictation.
MUSIC APPRECIATION
The aim of this course is three-fold:
I. To enable the student to form mental habits of 
alertness, concentration and imagination in listen­
ing to music.
II. To give an intelligent and cultural acquaintance 
with good music and well known composers.
III. To develop the power to perceive and understand 
with keen appreciation, the beauty and significance 
of form, structure and development of musical 
ideas.
Beginning with music of primitive times and following 
it through the middle ages down to the present time, the 
student traces its development and acquaints himself with 
well known composers, their ideas and outstanding contri­
butions to the various phases of musical progress and 
growth.
Note ;—This course is prerequisite to History of Music.
HISTORY OF MUSIC
The aim is to give the student a concise survey of the 
entire field of musical development as presented in the 
light of recent research.
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Lives and ideals of composers are studied with the idea 
of obtaining a keen, sympathetic understanding of their 
works and a fine discrimination that will enable the stu­
dent to compare these works as they are presented and 
determine for himself what these contributions have 
meant to the growth and progress of musical develop­
ment.
NUMBERS OF COURSES IN MUSIC DEPT.
Counterpoint H—
Piano—Grabill ......... ....701-702 Grabill ..................... .753-754
Piano—Baker ......... ....705-706 Musical Appreciation—
Piano—Vance ......... ....709-710 Starkey .................... .757-758
Organ—Grabill ....... ....713-714 Public School Meth­
Organ—Vance ......... ....715-716 ods—Starkey ........... .761-762
Voice—Spessard ..... ....717-718 Public school Methods
Voice—Starkey ....... ... 721-722 II—With Observa­
Violin—Hopkins ..... ....725-726 tion—Starkey ........... 763-764
Violin—Barngrover .....729-730 Public School Methods
Mandolin—Barngrover 733-734 HI With Practice—
Cello—Spessard ..... ... 737-738 Starkey .................... .765-766
Theory—Baker ....... ....741-742 Solfeggio—Starkey .... .769-770
Harmony—Grabill ... ... 745-746 History of Music—
Harmony—Vance .... ....747-748 Starkey .................... 773-774
Counterpoint I— Children’s Saturday
Grabill ...................... 749-750 Class—Starkey ....... 777-778
EXPENSES
If the pupil studies music alone, the following table 
will give an approximate idea of the necessary expenses 
for a year of thirty-six weeks:
Tuition—Piano (Vocal or Violin or
Organ in place of Piano), Harmony,
and History of Music...................... $ 90.00 to $225.00
Board and room (light and heat fur­
nished) .................. 210.00 to 235.00
Books and Incidentals........................ 25.00 to 75.00
Piano or Organ Rent ........................ 15.00 to 40.00
Total $340.00 to $575.00
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Any added studies will be extra. There are a number 
of free advantages. The recitals are free to all students. 
A class in Theory and Ear-Training is organized each 
semester. This is free to music students, none of whom 
should fail to get this training.
Private Lessons Per Semester 
Piano (Regular)
From the Director, two half-hour lessons per week ............
From the Director, one-half hour per week.......................... 30.W
From the Assistants, two half-hour lessons per week .......... 40.TO
From Assistants, one half-hour per week ............................ 25.00
Piano—Voice or Violin—Preparatory—Junior and Senior
High School Students 
From Assistants—Matriculation fee included
Two half-hours per week..................................................
One half-hour per week ....................................................
Piano or Violin—Grade School Students 
From Assistants—Matriculation included
Two half-hours per week ...............................................
One half-hour per week ...................................................
Pipe Organ







From Head of Vocal Department, two half-hours per week $45.00 
From Head of Vocal Department, one thirty-minute lesson 
per week ................................................................................ 30.00
From Assistant, two half-hours per week.............................
From Assistant, one half-hour per week ..............................  25.00
Violin (Regular) .t.Ano
One thirty-minute lesson per week ....................................  25.00
Class Lessons Per Semester
Saturday Class (Children) (Matriculation included) .....
Harmony, Elementary and Advanced (Two Hours per wk.) 15.W
Counterpoint, Composition, etc. (Two hours per wk.) ........  15.1M
Musical History, two hours per week ....................... .... ....... .
♦Public School Music, three hours per week (class of three)
Appreciation of Music, one hour per week -..... —-................ lO.W
Banjo Mandolin, one hour per week (classes of 8) .............. 5.00
♦Practice Teaching and Observation included.
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Rent of Organ Per Semester
One hour per day.................................................................... $18.00
Rent of Practice Piano Per Semester
One hour per day .................................................................... $ 5 00
Each additional hour ............................................................... 5 00
Those taking less than one semester’s work will be charged five 
percent more than regular rates per single lesson.
For further information, address
Glenn Grant Grabill, Director.
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THE SCHOOL OF ART
FACULTY
WALTER GILLAN CLIPPINGER, B.D., D.D., LL.D.
President
MRS. DELPHINE DUNN 
Director
Representative and Decorative Art
MRS. EVELYN CARPENTER 
Assistant in Crafts
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THE SCHOOL OF ART 
GENERAL STATEMENT
The School of Fine Arts is founded on the conception 
that art IS not only essential to life, but it is a product of 
the instinct of life itself, working naturally in the mind 
of man, and constantly growing finer as the mind of the 
people advances in civilization. Art in its various mani­
festations, forms an integral part in the heritage of cul­
ture, the knowledge of which is essential to true 
education.
Indifference to the fine arts is undoubtedly the greatest 
l^k in American civilization today. The exercise of an 
educated intelligence, brings with it a greater power for 
the enjoyment of beauty, which is one of the things civi­
lized man finds best worth while.
The aim of the school is to provide students with a 
sound technical training in the various branches of the 
fine and applied arts, to teach them how to put this train- 
mg to a practical use in the creation of a work of art, to 
develop them individually, and to encourage them to seek 
the highest degree of excellence, which leads to a wider 
and nobler view of life.
The Art Department is conducted on the fourth floor 
of Lambert Hall.
GENERAL ART COURSE
The General Art Course No. 19-20 embraces the fol­
lowing subjects: Drawing: Antique, Life; Portrait and 
Costume Figure; Still Life, Composition; Design; Paint­
ing: Oil, Water Colors; Clay Modeling: History and 
Appreciation of Art; Costume Design and Interior Dec­
oration arranged for Home Economics Students.
Two crafts, elective Junior year.
All of the above subjects are positively required for a 
completion of this course.
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(Candidates for diplomas see below.)
The student is advanced as fast as he is considered able 
to do the work, and will graduate when his work in all 
the subjects is considered satisfactory to his instructors.
Each candidate for graduation is required to leave a 
representative piece of work to become the property of 
the school.
Students are not allowed to remove their work from 
Lambert Hall until after the close of the regular Com­
mencement Exhibit.
NORMAL ART COURSE
In order to meet the standards of the state department 
of public instruction for special certificates, a total of 18 
semester hours is required in the general division of Edu­
cation and Psychology including Methods, to receive a 
life certificate. The object of this course is to prepare 
the student for the teaching or supervisory work in art 
in the public schools.
Admission requires one year’s thorough work in the 
General Art Course or the equivalent of such work. If 
necessary, an entrance examination will be given.
Applicants must be graduates of a first-class high 
school.
For a certificate in the Normal Course 21-22, the can­
didate must have completed thorough courses in the fol­
lowing subjects:
Perspective; Design: Pure, Applied; Clay Modeling, 
Basketry; Composition; Pencil Sketching; Water Color 
Painting, Transparent and Opaque; Drawing: Life, Still 
Life; Methods, Psychology, Child Study; Colored paper 
construction and colored paper poster and illustration 
work; History and Appreciation of Art.
In addition to the work for admission to this course, 
the Normal Art Course will require two years of close 
application, and much work outside of class hours. The
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student must plan to devote his senior year to 
work in this course, and to practice teaching one-half day 
a week in the public schools of the town.
Candidates for diplomas in the School of Fine Arts 
must complete the general requirements for admission o 
the freshman class of the College.
DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES
Students who complete the work of one or more of the 
classes may receive certificates signed by the instructor.
A Major in Fine Arts requires twenty-four hours, 
consisting of Courses 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, oU. 
Not more than thirty-two nor less than twenty-four se­
mester hours shall be permitted for a major. 16 hours 
Applied Art; 8 hours Theoretical Art.
This includes ordinarily a high school course and nearly 
two years of college work. The completion of any course 
for the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts should not be 
undertaken in less than four years’ time.
Any one wishing to teach Art in the public schools m 
Ohio must elect the Philosophy of Education and the 
Philosophy of School Management or other educational 
courses approved by the director.
COURSE IN CRAFTS
No previous preparation is required for admission to 
this course.
The following subjects are embraced:
Wood Block Printing; China Painting; Basketry; Clay 
Modeling; Loom-weaving.
TUITION
The tuition for a full art course is $50.00 per semester.
27-28 Drawing, 2 hours.................................. $15.50
29-30 Design, 2 hours ..................................... 15.50
29c-30c Costume Design..................   15.50
33-34 Portrait, 2 hours..................................  18.50
35-36 Water-Coloring Painting, 2 hours ... 15.50
23-24 Oil Painting, 2 hours......................... 15.50
37-38 China Painting, 2 hours..................... 18.50
41-42 Loom Weaving, 2 hours................... 3.00
31-32 Clay Modeling, 2 hours....................... 15.50
39-40 Basketry 2 hours................................  11.00
Locker Key................................................ 50
Laboratory Fee for China Painting .. 6.00
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The course in the History and Appreciation of Art is 
open to all members of the Art Department without fur­
ther charge. For description of this course see page 50.
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FORM OF BEQUEST
$................................................ .......... ......... 19...
Desiring to promote the interests of Otterbein College 
of Westerville, Ohio, and induce others to subscribe and
contribute money for that purpose.............. hereby
promise to pay to said Otterbein College..........................
dollars, to be paid out of .......................................................
estate one day after........................................ to be used as




Otterbein College, like all similar institutions, depends 
largely upon the benevolences of its friends. Student fees 
are only a small portion of the income of the institution. 
Persons planning to dispose of their fortunes will do well 





Walter D. Kring, 1907
Vice Presidents 
John A. Shoemaker, 1894 
Thomas H. Nelson, 1913 
Nettie Lee Roth, 1915
Secretary
L. A. Weinland, 1905 
Treasurer
Mary Hall Folkerth, 1910
Athletic Board of Control 
Walter R. Bailey, A.B., 1911 
Elmo Lingrell, A.B., 1917
Trustees elected for term of five years to succeed A. 
T. Howard ’94 and W. H. Anderson were, A. T. Howard 
and 1. R. Libecap, ’09.
Alumni Trustee for Four Years 
James Otis Cox, A.B., 1911
Members of Alumyii Council
Before ’65 Elizabeth E. Guitner, A.M., 1864 
’65—’69 G. A. Funkhouser, D.D, LL.D., 1868 
70_74 Mrs. Lillian R. Harford, 1872 
’75—’79 Frank D. Wilsey, B.S., LL.D., 1876
’8(>-’84 W. Z. Kumler, A.B., M.D., 1882 
’85—’89 Andrew Timbermann, 1887
’90—’94 W. W. Stoner, A.M., 1893
’95—’99 Daisy Custer Shoemaker, Ph.B., 1895
’00—’04 L. M. Barnes, 1901
’05—’09 Irvin L. Clymer, B.S., 1909
’10—’14 Maude Owings, A.B., 1914
’15—’19 Homer B. Kline, A.B., 1915
’20—’24 Helen Keller Demorest, A.B., 1290
At large: Mrs. L. R. Harford, A.M., 1872 
F. O. Clements, A.M., 1896 
H. P. Lambert. A.B., 1912
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Barngrover, Hazel Vioia Z





Benson, John Edward ....... *
Beucler, Roma Mae .......Z
Bickel, Lois ......................... ^
Boda, Harold L.................
Brake, Paul Hyre ............Z.
Broadhead, Clarence James
Bruner, Ethel Gertrude ......
Burkett, Victor ...................
Bushey, Geneva Irene .....
Callahan, Una Ruth ..........
Coons, Twilah B................
Cummings, Leda A........... .
Davidson, Flenry Law
Donaldson, Beatrice J.......




George, Alice Duncan ZZ'
Gibson, Hilda M...............
Gorsuch, Verne Revere Zl^
Griffith, Daisy Mae ......ZZ
Hall, Edna Irene ................
Hayman, Charles W............
Heil, Florence Iona ............
Howard, Donald S............
Judy, Lucille M....................





McCarroll, Emmet Fred .." 
McGuire, Floyd Edward 
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Mayne, Joseph Quentin ........................................ Westerville, Ohio
Melkus, Franklin W.....................................................Elkhart, Ind.
Meyer, Mary R........................................................Westerville, Ohio
Miller, Helen ....................................  Greenville, Ohio
^lozer, Katherine Ernestine ....................................Highspire, Pa.
Nolan, Isabel .......................................................Westerville, Ohio
Oyler, Leila Edith .......................................................Warpw, Ind.
Patrick, Charles Merrill .......................................Westerville, Ohio
Pottenger, Francis Marion, Jr...............................Monrovia, Calif.
Powell, Margaret Irene .......................................... Cincinnati, Ohio
Richardson, Norma .......................................................Mattoon, Ill.
Ritter, Karl F..........................................................Westerville, Ohio
Roberts, Ruth .......................................................... Galveston, Ind.
Royer, Ralph O....................................................... New Paris, Ohio
Saxour, Theresa Elizabeth ..................................Chillicothe, Ohio
Sheidler, Dewey ................................................... Westerville, Ohio
Sipe, Ladybird ................................... -.... .......................Logan, Ohio
Streich, Ruth Alberta .........................................Portsmouth, Ohio
Strouse, Paul J............................... '........................... Bucyrus, Ohio
Swab, Mildred Izella ...................................................Altoona, Pa.
Upson, Dean R................................... .........................Dayton, Ohio
Vernon, Ralph E...........................................................Bowdil, Ohio
Walter, Mabel E............... -.......................................... Toledo, Ohio
Wahl, Christena Mae ................................................. Dayton, Ohio
Ward, Russell H..................................  Circle, Mont.
Wentz, Pauline Almeada ............................................Custar, Ohio
West, Robert Hillis ..............................................Westerville, Ohio
Wood, W. S.............................................................Crooksville, Ohio
Yohn, Agnes Tryon ..............................................Westerville, Ohio
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Camp, Wendell H.......................................................... Dayton, Ohio
Carpenter, Howard Crego ....................................Westerville, Ohio
Carpenter, W. Nelson .........................................Westerville, Ohio
Cherry, Helen ..............................................................Bellwood, Pa.
Clippinger, Donald Roop .....................................Westerville, Ohio
Dillinger, Joy Franklin .............................................Hoytville,
Durr, Frank L............................................  Marion, Ohio
Fenwick, Russell Willard ................................. Mowrystown, Ohio
Haskins, James Louis ............................................ Coshocton, Ohio
Horlacher, Maurice W..................................................Dayton, Ohio
Lambert, Mary Lucile .........................................Westerville, Ohio
Lowry, Forrest E....................................................Westerville, Ohio
Noel, Mary Geraldine .......................................... Westerville, Ohio
Reck, David L............................................................Greenville, Ohio
Ruff ini, Abel J............................................................... Canton, Ohio
Schlemmer, Martha Rose ........................................ Harrison, Ohio
Steele, Mida L.............................................................. Creston, Ohio
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Vance, Florence .... Prr-PTiville Ohio...laiecnviuc,
Broadhead, Clarencel'^^^^®^ t V
Steele, Kathleen ...... ............................................Jamestown, N- ^
Fk„.„ "*
Westerville, Ohio




The Reverend E. B. Lea^Lh. A.b ’ ' ......... ......London, Hng-
Th.K„„«„.„'>£TOroFrAWS




.--.IN C VV X v-'*
Arnold, Dwight L......... SENIORS
Barton, fanV^H ^.................. .Z:.....................
■•Dennett ........................................
Binghai LoN .......................  .....................





Cavins, Rober/.. ............................... .............................................
Cox; Lest ^B^..............................~ZZZ
^arst, ................................................





_ ^ ......Hartford City, Ind.
Eastman, George ..................................... ...Tyrone, Pa.
Eschbach, Carl  ......................................................... ]VIt. Gilead
Gallagher, Wanda .................................................... ..Dayton
Gohn, George ....................................................   Westerville
Harris, Bertha ............................................................... ..Westerville
Harris, Ethel ................................................................  Westerville
Harris, Frances .........................................  Germantown
Henry, Joseph .............................................................  Madison
Hetzler, Harold .. ....................................................   Dayton
Hoover, Earl .................................................................. Dayton
Hoover, John ..................................................................... Findlay
Houseman. Murl ..............................................................  ...Findlay
Hummel, Mary ......................................................... ... Pa.
Ingalsby, Willma ...................................................... Westerville
Keck, Lewis ..................................................................... ....Marion
Knepp, Pauline ................................................................. ...Tiro
Lash, Clinton ................. -..............-...................... Sowlini Green
Leiter, Earl ............................................................. ...Westerville
Lynn, Edith ........................................................... North Baltimore
Lyon, Adda ............................................................ Westerville
McMichael, Harold .........................................................Westerville
Magill, Jeannette  ".'.."’.".I.-Coshocton
Marsh, Katherine Elizabeth ................................ Fremont
May, Albert ..................................................................... Westerville
Miller, Roy ...................................................................
Moomaw, .......................................................... Winchester
Moore, Esther ................................................ Westerville
Morris, Willard ...................................... Mr’Pleasant, Pa.
Mullen, Emily A.................................................... Canton
Myers, William .............................................'ZUnion City, Pa.
Nichols, Clarence ............................................. Portsmouth
Niswonger, Nellie .............................................................Westerville
Norris, Margaret ....................................................  .Westerville
Palmer, Helen ...........................................................Tohnstown, Pa.
Peden, Sylvia V......................................................... Westerville
Phalor, Harold ............................................................  Portsmouth
Phillips, Don ................................................................. .Cleveland
Pifer, Harold .........................................................   Akron
Porosky, Andrew ............................................................Westerville
Priest, Viola ............................................................  Trotwood
Rasor, Floyd .............................................................  Canton
Rauch, Florence ....................................................... "..... Coshocton
Reigle, Walter .......................................  Canton
Renner, Arthur ..........................................................  Canton
Richter, Hale .............................................................  Ashville
Rife, Boyd C ..................................................... . N. J.
Sanders, Alice ............................................. Philippi, W. Va.







































































Flanagan, Frances Josephine ............. .
Fletcher, Palmer J.................................
















































Martin, Walter ................ .
Mattoon, Ruth L...............




Moore, Edith .................... .
Morris, Amy ....................
Mumma, Robert ..............

















































































White ford, Mary S. 
Whitney, Judith E. 




































Borror, Donald .................. .







Dre.xel, Lester J................... .
Drury, Josephine ................


















Henry, Marcella M. ... 





Howe, Elinor ............ .
Howe, Norman ..........
Hudock, John W...... .
Irwin, Helen K............







































































































Hoover, Dorothy G. ...
Horlacher, Ruth D......
Howar, George A........
Howe, Pauline Z......... .
Huffer, George ...........





kaylor, Orpha M....... .
Kiess, Marjorie E.......
Kinsinger, Mildred I. . 
Kintigh, Quentin W. ..
Landis, Wilbur E........ .









































•Terra Alta, W. Va. 






























Moody, Elva M............. .
Moody, Wm. Earl .......

























Redman, Bernard D. ...
Reist, Charlotte E.........
Richardson, Robert ....
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Haag, Dolly ..............................
Haney, Margaret ....................




Henry, Lawrence .................... . ..................... Westerville
Henry Marcella ....................... ...................Germantown
Hicks, Lawrence ......................
Hildreth, Helen .......................
Hoffman, Elizabeth ................ ................New Madison
Holt, Olive .............................. ..........................Lebanon
Holmes, Anna ..........................
Holdren, G. Osborne .............
Hudock, John .......................... ................... Latrobe, Pa.
Huffman, Homer .................... ...............................Piqua
Irwin, Helen .............................
Janke, Hulda ...........................
Johnson, Celia ........................ .......................... McClure
Kahler, Daniel ....................... ......................Westerville
Keller, Charles ........................
Kepler, Ethel ........................... ............................ Dayton
Kinsinger. Mildred .................
Knapp, Reba ..........................
Knepp, Pauline ....................... .............................Marion




Leiter, Lucile .......................... . ............................. Canton
Lesher, Elizabeth .................... ......................... Columbus
Lichliter, James ...................... ......................... Columbus
Lincoln, Bessie ...................... We.sterville
Lochner, Mildred .................. ............................. Dayton
Loomis, Mary ........................ ............................. Logan
Luby, Robert .......................... ...................Westerville
McCloy, Alice ........................ .............Westerville
McConaughy, Gwynne .......... .....................Dayton
McCutcheon, Pauline ............. ..........Columbus
McKnight, Wilbur ........ ..................... Akron
McRill, Charlotte .................. ..Westerville
Marsh, Elizabeth ................... ....................Coshocton
Marshall, Mildred ................ ................Corning
Martin, Donald ...................... ....... Westerville
May, Albert ............................ ........ Fremont
May, Helen ............................ ........Fremont
Mayer, Albert ........................ ............ Dayton
Mayne, Mrs. D, C................... ....................... Westerville














Niswonger, Nellie .... 
Osborne, Meredith ..





























Sham, Tsok ............ .
Sheidler, Dewey .....
Shelly, Ethel ..........


















...........   Westerville







































































































Bordner, Mabel E....................... ..............
Boyer, Stella ....................................................
Campbell, Florence ........................................
Cusic, Mrs. C. E.......................................
Darst, Catherine ..............................................
Dick, Elizabeth ................................................
















Ponce, Porto Rico 
..............Westerville
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Euverard, Ethel I. .. 
Fensler, Mildred M. 
Gallagher, Wanda ....
Gibson, Helen .........
Green, Lawrence P. .
Grow, Marian ..........
Hoover, Dorothy G. 





McGill, Donald L. ... 





Musselman, Ruth .... 




Rasor, Mrs. Anna ... 
Reist, Charlotte E. . 
Ridenour, Dorma .....
Rife, Boyd C.......... .





















Sierra Leone, W. Africa
.........................Westerville

























.............. Duke Center, Pa.
SUMMARY OF STUDENTS
College:
Seniors .......................................................................................  91
Juniors .......................................................................................  95
Sophomores ................................................................................113
Freshmen ....................................................................................201
Special .........................................................   16
Total ......................................................................................Sr6
Academy ....................................................................................... 7
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Music ...............................................................................................193






East Ohio ..........................................................................................................  69
Erie ............................................................................................   9
Florida ............................................................................................................... 1
Miami ................................................................................................................. 93
Michigan ..................................................................   3
Sandusky .................................................................................     52
Southeast Ohio ........................................................................................ 275
West Virginia .................................................................. ................*.............. 14
Out of Cooperating Territory .........................................................  41
Total .................................................................................................................
DENOMINATIONS
United Brethren ......................................  335
Methodist Episcopal ....................................................................... 74
Presbyterian ..................................................................................... 37
Lutheran ............................................................... ..1............"......."^^^^^^ 11
Baptist ................................................................................  7
Evangelical .............................................................    6
Reformed ....................................................1.."".".................... 6
Christian Science .............................................   3
Congregational .............................................................................. 3
Episcopal .....................................................................................  3
Methodist Protestant ...................................................................  3
Brethren ......................................................................................... 2
Church of Christ ..........................................................................  2
Community ......................................................................   2
Methodist South ..........................................................................  2
Union .................................................   2
Catholic ......................................................................................... 1
Christian ....................................................................................... 1
Church of God .............................................................................. 1
International Bible Students ......................................................... ^
No Church Affiliation .................................................................  34




Pennsylvania .............................................     59
West Virginia ................................................................................ 13
Indiana .......................................................................................... 11
New York ......................................................................................  4
California ........................................................................................ 3
Michigan ........................................................................................ 3

















Women ...........................................  250
Total ....................................................................................... 516
Adjunct departments only:











Admission to College—Requirements for ..
Aid to Students ............................................... .
Alumni Association, Officers of ..................








Bills, Payment of ........................................... *
Biology ...............................................................
Board and Rooms .......................................Z.'
Board of Trustees .......................................
Botany ................................................. ZZ!Z "
Building and Grounds .......................... Z*””!
Calendar ................................................. ...........
Calendar—College ........................"Z!!!!™Z*.
Christian Associations ................ Z"”!""." '
Christian Endeavor ...................... ZZZ.........
Chemistry .....................................
Comm ittees—Faculty ......................................
Conservatory of Music ........-ZZZ"............




Music—School of ..... ZZZZZZZZZ
Curriculum Requirements
Degrees and Diplomas ..............!.....................
Degrees Conferred ................ ........................
Departments of the College ........ZZ...........
Dormitory Life ..............................
Economics, Political Science, and Sociology
Education .................................................



























































College ...................................................................................  42
Committees ............................................................................  11
Music—School of .................................................................  90
Fees for Delinquency and Change of Schedule ..........................  32
Fees, Entrance, Laboratory, etc....................................................  33
French ....................................................................    65
General Information ...................................................................  17
General Regulations .............................................................   31
Geology .......................................................................................... 68
German Language and Literature—
College ...........................................   68
Grading System ............................................................................  29
Greek Language and Literature-
College ................................................................................... 70
Historical Statement ...................................................................  17
History—
College ................................................................................... 71
Home Economics ..........................................................................  72
Honor Graduates of High Schools—Reduction to ...................  34
Housing and Supervision of Students .....................................  21
Italian .....................................................................   75
Latin—
College ................................................................................... 76
Lectures ..................................   25
Libraries ...........................................    23
Literary Societies ........................................................................  25
Loan Funds ...................................... "........................................... 37
Location ........................................................................................  19
Mathematics—
College ...................................................................................  77
Mechanical Drawing .................................................................... 79
Minimum Work Permitted..........................................................  28
Musical Organizations .................................................................. 25
Music—School of ..........................................................................  91
Mythology ...............................................................................   79
Officers of Administration .................................................. ~.... 10
Orientation Course for Freshmen ......................   28
Ornithology ...................................................................................  53


























Public School Music ......................................................................103
Public Speaking .............................................     85
Public Speaking and Oratory ......................................................  24
Registration .................................................................................... 31
Religious Education .........................................................   86
Religious Instruction ...............  23
Requirements for Graduation ........................................................  45
Rhetoric......................................................................   62
Schedule of Recitations—
College....................................................................................... 49
Scholastic Honors ......................................................   30
Scholarships ..................................................................................  35
Rhodes ....................................   37
Student Loan Funds ..............................................................  37
School Management and Administration ...................................  61
Self-Help—Opportunities for ......................................................  34
Sociology ........................................................................................  87
Spanish ............................................................................................  88
Student Government ......................................................................  26
Student Organizations .................................................................. 25
Students—Register of..........................................................  120
Students—Summary of ....................................  136
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